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ABSTRACT 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MIRROR MOVEMENTS AND CORTICOSPINAL 




Unilateral Spastic Cerebral Palsy (USCP) is caused by an early brain lesion in which the 
Corticospinal Tract (CST), the primary pathway controlling upper extremity (UE) movements, is 
affected. The CST connectivity after early brain injury (i.e., an ipsilateral, contralateral, or 
bilateral connectivity) may influence treatment outcomes. Transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) is a common method to probe CST connectivity. However, TMS is limited to children 
without seizures. Mirror movements (MM), an involuntary imitation of movements by one limb 
during the contralateral limb voluntary movements, are common in USCP. MM may result when 
both UEs are controlled by the contralesional motor cortex. Here we investigated the relationship 
between MM and CST connectivity in children with USCP. We hypothesized that stronger MM 
were associated with an ipsilateral connectivity. Our secondary aim was to investigate whether 
the amount of MM was reduced after intensive therapy. Thirty-three children with USCP (mean 
age=9yrs 6mos; MACS: I-III) participated and were randomized to receive 90hrs of unimanual 
(n=16) or bimanual (n=17) intensive training. Assessments were measured at baseline and 
immediately after training. We used TMS and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to determine the 
CST connectivity. We used three approaches to quantify MM: 1) behavioral MM assessment 
during contralateral movements, including hand opening/closing, finger opposition, finger 
individuation, and finger walking, 2) involuntary grip force oscillations recorded by force 
	
transducer (FT) when the contralateral hand performed repetitive pinching, and 3) involuntary 
muscle contractions measured by electromyography (EMG) when the contralateral hand 
performed pinching. Results showed that strong MM (scores ≥ 3) in the more-affected hand 
while hand opening/closing were associated with an ipsilateral pathway (Fisher’s exact test, p= 
0.02). This association was not found in the remaining tasks (Fisher’s exact test, opposition, p≥ 
0.99; individuation, p≥ 0.99; finger walking, p≥ 0.99). Involuntary GF oscillations were 
measured in a subset of 16 children. Presence of FT-measured MM in the less-affected hand (> 
0.3N) was not associated with TMS-probed connectivity (Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.59). 
Nevertheless, presence of FT-measured MM was associated with DTI-assessed connectivity 
(Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.0498). Similarly, presence of EMG-measured MM in the more-affected 
hand was not associated with TMS-probed connectivity (Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.59). 
Nevertheless, presence of EMG-measured MM was associated with DTI-assessed connectivity 
(Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.03).  The amount of MM did not change after training (p> 0.06 among 
all measures).  In conclusion, strong MM in the more-affected hand while hand opening/closing 
may be indicative of an ipsilateral connectivity identified by TMS. Presence of MM measured by 
FT may be a predictor of DTI-assessed CST pattern.  Findings of this study may help researchers 
and clinicians understand the relationship between the CST connectivity and its behavioral 
manifestation in children with USCP. Such relationship may further guide therapeutic strategies 
in a wider range of children with USCP. 
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I.          INTRODUCTION 
Cerebral Palsy (CP) is the primary cause of motor deficits in children.  It is an 
umbrella term that encompasses a group of developmental disorders.  Clinically, it can 
present with movement, postural, cognitive, tactile deficits, or seizures (Bax et al., 2005).  
Unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP), the most common type of CP (Himmelmann, 
Hagberg, Beckung, Hagberg, & Uvebrant, 2005), has motor deficits lateralized to one 
side of the body.  Prenatal or perinatal brain injury or immaturity in early developmental 
process may cause CP.  Studies using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have 
demonstrated that the etiology may include middle cerebral artery occlusion or 
hemorrhage, hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, brain malformation, and periventricular 
leukomalacia or injury (Himmelmann, Beckung, Hagberg, & Uvebrant, 2006; Krageloh-
Mann & Horber, 2007).  Damage areas may include the cerebral cortex, subcortical 
structures (Kuban & Leviton, 1994), and the descending corticospinal tract (CST) 
(Bleyenheuft, Grandin, Cosnard, Olivier, & Thonnard, 2007; Duque et al., 2003). 
Dysgenesis of the corticospinal tract (CST), the primary descending motor 
pathway, may contribute to impairment in skilled upper extremity (UE) movements 
(Lemon, 2008; Martin, Friel, Salimi, & Chakrabarty, 2009).  In a feline model of USCP, 
it has been established that CST development is driven by activity-dependent competition 
(Friel & Martin, 2007; Martin & Lee, 1999) and motor experience (Martin, Choy, 
Pullman, & Meng, 2004).  The mechanism of injury and subsequent recovery in the 
corticospinal system in children with USCP resembles that in the animal model of CP 
(Eyre, Taylor, Villagra, Smith, & Miller, 2001; Friel, Williams, Serradj, Chakrabarty, & 
Martin, 2014).  This mechanism has been tested in typically developing (TD) children 
	
	2 
and those with USCP by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).  Typically 
developing (TD) children have bilateral motor evoked potential (MEP) responses when 
stimulating either motor cortex (M1) with TMS at term age.  At 3-6 months of age, 
evidence of withdrawal of the ipsilateral CST occurs, that is, the ipsilateral MEP begins 
to have longer latency and smaller amplitude as compared to the contralateral MEP (Eyre 
et al., 2007; Eyre et al., 2001).  By 2 years of age, there is primarily contralateral MEP 
response with sparse ipsilateral response in typical development.  In contrast, children 
with USCP exhibit a distinctive pattern when probing with TMS.  The diminished 
activity in the more-affected M1 strengthens the ipsilateral connections originating from 
the less-affected M1 in children with USCP.  Starting at ~6 months of age, stimulating 
the less-affected M1 with TMS often elicits muscle responses on both UEs, whereas 
stimulating the more-affected M1 with TMS elicits decreased or no contralateral MEP 
responses.  By 2 years of age, stimulating the less-affected M1 elicits MEPs in both UEs 
with similar onset latencies.  Approximately 50% of children with USCP have their 
more-affected UE controlled by the ipsilateral CST projecting from the less-affected M1 
(Lotze, Sauseng, & Staudt, 2009). 
The extent of CST dysgenesis could impact hand function in children with USCP.  
Studies showed that a greater asymmetry index (calculated by the cross-section areas of 
bilateral cerebral peduncle) predicts a more severe level of hand impairment by using 
structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) (Duque et al., 2003; Friel, Kuo, Carmel, 
Rowny, & Gordon, 2014; Staudt et al., 2002) or more precisely by using Diffusion 
Tensor Imaging (DTI) (Bleyenheuft et al., 2007).  Brain lesion extent may impact hand 
function (Staudt, Niemann, Grodd, & Krageloh-Mann, 2000) and the CST reorganization 
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in patients with PVL (Staudt et al., 2002).  In the latter, they showed that patients with 
smaller lesions had a preserved contralateral CST, whereas patients with larger lesions 
developed an ipsilateral connectivity.  Importantly, Staudt et al. (2004) demonstrated that 
the timing of brain lesion may affect hand function.  Children with brain malformation 
(1st and 2nd trimester lesion) had better hand function than children with PVL (early 3rd 
trimester lesion), who had better hand function than children with middle cerebral artery 
hemorrhage or occlusion (late 3rd trimester lesion).  Holmstrom et al. (2010) 
demonstrated that the most impaired hand function (measured by Box and Blocks test) 
was found in children with an ipsilateral CST connectivity, whereas the least impaired 
hand function was found in children with a contralateral CST connectivity.  Hand 
function outcome cannot be explained by a single factor and may dependent on a 
combination of the lesion extent, type, and location (Holmstrom et al., 2010; Staudt et al., 
2004).  Two reviews proposed to use the reorganization or “rewiring” of CST as a 
biomarker to guide therapeutic applications and inform hand function outcome (Gordon, 
Bleyenheuft, & Steenbergen, 2013; Jaspers, Byblow, Feys, & Wenderoth, 2015).  
Intensive hand therapies have been shown to improve hand function in children 
with USCP in several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and are strongly 
recommended to be better approaches in improving the level of activities in a systematic 
review (Gordon et al., 2011; Novak et al., 2013; Sakzewski et al., 2011).  Two forms of 
evidence-based intensive therapy have been developed based on motor learning 
principles.  Unimanual intensive therapy focuses on mass practice of children’s more-
affected hand while the less-affected hand is constrained; bimanual intensive therapy 
focuses on ameliorating bimanual coordination.  Both forms of intensive hand therapy 
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can produce long-term improvements in hand function. However, it is costly (thousands 
of dollars per child) and time consuming (60-90 hours) (Wallen, Ziviani, Herbert, Evans, 
& Novak, 2008).  Thus, it is imperative to target specific types of therapy to children who 
are most likely to benefit.  As discussed previously, the CST connectivity is important 
because it may impact how children respond to different forms of intensive hand 
therapies.  Kuhnke et al. (2008) demonstrated that children with ipsilateral CST 
connectivity responded poorer than children with contralateral CST connectivity in the 
speed component of the Wolf Motor Function Test after Constraint-Induced Movement 
Therapy (CIMT).  In addition, our recent findings (Friel et al., 2016, see Appendix D) 
showed that children with an ipsilateral CST responded equally well as those with a 
contralateral CST to intensive bimanual therapy (Hand-arm Bimanual Intensive 
Therapy).  These findings suggested that there might be an association between the CST 
connectivity and improvements after a certain therapy.  
Despite the significant effort and cost associated with the intensive treatment 
approaches described above, the ability to predict the efficacy of treatment in a given 
child based on their CST organization would thus be helpful.  Conventionally, TMS is a 
neurophysiological method examining CST connectivity in children with USCP (Eyre et 
al., 2007; Eyre et al., 2001; Staudt et al., 2004).  However, TMS has its limitations.  It 
cannot be applied to children with seizures, a high comorbid in children with CP (35%) 
(Himmelmann et al., 2005).  In addition, the cost of the machine and skills required to 
perform the experiments poses challenges.  We recently demonstrated that Diffusion 
Tensor Imaging (DTI) can be used as a sensitive (82%) and specific (78%) surrogate for 
determining CST connectivity in children with USCP (Kuo et al., 2016).  However, DTI 
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is not applicable to children with metal implants and claustrophobia.  In addition, families 
might not have access to MRI facilities that have the capacity and expertise to perform 
and interpret DTI.  This raises a practical need to search for a simple method to identify 
the CST connectivity.  Since the efficacy of hand therapy may be impacted by the pattern 
of CST reorganization, it is essential to develop a simple screening test for determining 
CST reorganization that can be applied to a wide range of children with USCP. 
Mirror movements (MM) are a common movement pattern in typical 
development and in children with USCP (Woods & Teuber, 1978).  MM depict an 
involuntary imitation of movements by one limb during the contralateral limb voluntary 
movements.  Different terms have been used interchangeably in the literature to describe 
this movement pattern, encompassing synkinesia (Marie & Foix, 1916; Westphal, 1874), 
associated movements (Connolly & Stratton, 1968; Lazarus & Todor, 1987; Todor & 
Lazarus, 1986), motor irradiation (Cernacek, 1961), motor overflow (Hoy, Fitzgerald, 
Bradshaw, Armatas, & Georgiou-Karistianis, 2004), or mirror movements (Carr, 
Harrison, Evans, & Stephens, 1993; Woods & Teuber, 1978).  Importantly, several 
studies have demonstrated some levels of associations between the presence of MM and 
the CST reorganization in early and acquired brain injury (Carr et al., 1993; Farmer, 
Harrison, Ingram, & Stephens, 1991; Staudt et al., 2004).  A review discussing the 
mechanisms underlying physiological MM in TD children and pathological MM in 
USCP can be found in Appendix C. 
Two potential mechanisms have been hypothesized to elucidate the presence of 
MM in children with CP: (a) an ipsilateral CST projecting from the contralesional M1 to 
both UEs (Carr et al., 1993; Farmer et al., 1991), and (b) co-activation of both M1s 
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resulting from dysfunctional inhibition between the M1s (Koerte et al., 2011).  Most 
studies in children with USCP supported the first hypothesis that MM are an indicator of 
an ipsilateral CST controlling bilateral UE.  Carr et al. (1993) showed a correlation 
among strong MM (scores 3-4), a branched ipsilateral CST probed by TMS, and a 
significant cross correlation during bilateral FDI contractions.  This correlation was not 
demonstrated in those individuals with weak MM (scores 0-2).  Although their study 
sample was a combination of congenital and acquired brain lesions, their finding 
supported the first hypothesis that the contralesional M1 innervates both hands via an 
ipsilateral pathway in subjects with strong MM.  Similar findings of bilateral biceps 
activations during unilateral elbow flexion measured by muscle torque and EMG were 
showed in patients with USCP, but not in control individuals (Sukal-Moulton, Murray, & 
Dewald, 2013).  These findings suggested that MM may be a manifestation of the 
underlying CST organization in children with USCP.   
Evidence supporting the second hypothesis of bilateral M1 co-activation 
underlying MM was reported in typically developing children (Mayston, Harrison, & 
Stephens, 1999), congenital MM (Cincotta & Ziemann, 2008; Cohen et al., 1991), 
unfamiliar task or fatigue-associated overflow in healthy adults (Hoy et al., 2004), elderly 
(Hoy et al., 2004), and in children with bilateral CP (Koerte et al., 2011).  Mayston et al. 
(1999) reported a lack of cross correlation between bilateral FDI recordings, suggesting 
no common motor command signaling both hands in TD children.  Additionally, the 
dysfunctional inhibition tested with the interhemispheric inhibition (IHI) protocol using 
TMS suggested bilateral M1s co-activation in typical development.  A study by Koerte et 
al. (2011) also supported that the second hypothesis may underlie the occurrence of MM 
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in children with bilateral CP.  They found a correlation between the decrease in IHI 
competence, the structural integrity of corpus callosum (measured by fractional 
anisotrophy, by using DTI), and the amount of MM in children with bilateral CP.  While 
it is still unclear how the two M1s interact in typical development, this second hypothesis 
supported by findings obtained from the IHI protocols should be interpreted with caution. 
Understanding features of physiological MM helps researchers have a better 
standing ground to examine pathological MM.  Two major features of MM are important 
in typical development.  First, the force output in the involuntary hand increases in an 
exponential manner when the percentage of the maximal voluntary contraction (% MVC) 
increases in the voluntary hand (Todor & Lazarus, 1986).  Therefore it is essential to 
control for a standardized voluntary force output.  Second, the amount of MM can be task 
and age specific.  For example, Connolly and Stratton (1968) showed that a clip-pinching 
task (Fog & Fog, 1963) was sensitive to induce MM for the ages between 5-13 years, and 
finger individuation was only sensitive for subjects until 8 years of age in TD children.  
Compared to physiological MM in typical development, the amplitude of MM are 
more pronounced in children with USCP (Woods & Teuber, 1978).  Kuhtz-Buschbeck, 
Sundholm, Eliasson, and Forssberg (2000) reported that children with USCP had 15 
times stronger MM than TD children (measured by force transducer), and the intensity of 
MM did not decrease with age in children with USCP.  Similar to the features of 
physiological MM, some factors were shown to influence the intensity of MM in children 
with USCP.  Green (1967) reported that the manner of task performance and the muscles 
involved may influence the amount of MM in USCP.  Specifically, MM in the biceps 
were more pronounced when the voluntary hand performed sustained contraction against 
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resistance, while those in the thenar muscles were more pronounced when the voluntary 
hand performed phasic or vigorous tasks.  Other factors, such as the timing of brain 
lesion (stronger MM in congenital than those in acquired injury) (Sukal-Moulton et al., 
2013; Woods & Teuber, 1978), the designated motor task (fist rotation induced the most 
pronounced MM among other tasks in Woods and Teuber (1978)), and the hand tested 
(stronger MM in the less-affected hand in Woods and Teuber (1978); whereas stronger 
MM in the more-affected hand in Cernacek (1961)) all influenced the amplitude of MM.  
These studied emphasized the research gap of the lack of systematic investigation of MM 
in children with USCP. 
Excitingly, MM can be suppressed to some extent after given visual feedback in 
children with USCP (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000).  It was improved using a rTMS 
treatment protocol (repetitive TMS to inhibit the ipsilateral CST) in a 8-year-old boy with 
congenital MM (Kim et al., 2013), and was improved in a 15-year-old girl with 
congenital MM after training (Cincotta et al., 2003).  These studies provide insights and 
invite possibility for rehabilitating MM in USCP once we understand the underlying 
neurophysiological mechanism.  Given the impact of the CST connectivity on children’s 
responsiveness to intensive hand therapy and the limitations of TMS and DTI, the 
primary aim of this study was to investigate whether a simple clinical test could be 
used to determine the CST organization.  A clinical test can be applied to a wider 
range of children with USCP.  Findings of this aim may facilitate stratifying patients 
prior to assigning the form of intensive hand therapy and can help researchers and 
clinicians determine locations for brain stimulation therapy.  We hypothesized that a 
greater amount of MM will be associated with an ipsilateral CST connectivity controlling 
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the more-affected hand.  As a second exploratory aim, we investigated whether MM 
could be ameliorated after three weeks of intensive hand therapy.  This is an exploratory 
research question as our subjects consisted of a sample of convenience participating in a 
RCT of receiving either intensive unimanual or bimanual therapy.  It is possible that MM 
may not change after intensive hand training because our training was not designed to 
reduce MM.  Yet, it is also possible that the amount of MM could be reduced given the 
intensity of our training (90 hrs over 3 weeks).  
 
II.        METHODS 
i.          Participants 
Participants were recruited from our website (http://www.tc.edu.centers.cit/), 
ClinicalTrials.gov, and online support forums.  Children were a sample of convenience 
participating in our ongoing clinical trial that investigates the interaction between the 
CST connectivity and forms of intensive hand therapy.  The inclusion criteria of the 
umbrella study were established based on our prior trials (Brandao et al., 2013; Gordon et 
al., 2011): 1) diagnosed with congenital USCP, 2) the ability to lift the more-affected arm 
15 cm above a table surface and grasp light objects, 3) mainstreamed in school, 4) the 
ability to follow instructions during screening and complete the physical examination, 
and 5) the ability to comply with TMS and MRI procedures.  Exclusion criteria included: 
1) health problems unassociated with CP, 2) history of seizures after 2-year-old or 
currently on seizure medications, 3) visual problems, 4) severe spasticity at any joint 
(Modified Ashworth score>3.5), 5) orthopedic surgery on the more-affected hand within 
one year, and 6) botulinum toxin therapy in the upper extremity within the last six 
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months, 7) non-removable metallic objects, 8) claustrophobia, 9) family history of 
epilepsy.  Informed assent/consent were obtained from all participants and their 
caregivers.  This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Teachers 
College. 
ii.          Study Design 
This is a cross-sectional cohort study for Aim 1, and a prospective cohort study 
for Aim 2.  To investigate Aim 1, children were assessed at one time point with the 
outcome measures (TMS, DTI, behavioral testing, grip force oscillations, and 
electromyography, details in section iv).  To investigate Aim 2, children were assessed at 
two time points: one time prior to the beginning of camp (pre-test), and once immediately 
after camp (post-test) for all the outcome measures.  
iii.          Intervention Procedures 
General intervention procedures.  Three summer day camps (6hrs/day, 15 
weekdays, 90 hours in total) were conducted at Teachers College from 2013-2015.  Camp 
general procedures incorporate the principles of motor learning, such as repetitive 
practice, skill progression, whole-task and part-task practice, and positive reinforcement 
(Gordon & Magill, 2012).  Children were randomly assigned to either unimanual or 
bimanual therapy based on their individual CST connectivity (determined by TMS) and 
their baseline unilateral dexterity (measured by Jebsen-Taylor Test of Hand Function).  
We adopted two intervention approaches: Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) 
and Hand-Arm Bimanual Intensive Therapy (HABIT).  These two approaches differ 
mainly in that children wore a cotton sling on the less-affected UE in CIMT, whereas 
children did not have any physical restraint in HABIT and used both hands.  
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Each camp was held in 2 separate rooms.  Participants in one room received 
CIMT, and participants in the other room received HABIT.  Children worked 
individually with trained interventionists (1:1 interventionist to participant ratio always 
maintained).  Each room had its own supervisor to ensure the procedures of training were 
adhered to.  Team meetings were conducted daily after camp to ensure the treatment 
strategy was applied based on individual impairment.  Details of each therapeutic 
approach are below.  
CIMT procedures.  CIMT was modified to be child-friendly for children with 
USCP (Gordon, Charles, & Wolf, 2005; Gordon et al., 2011).  Participant’s less-affected 
UE was restrained in a cotton sling, and unimanual task practice was performed by the 
more-affected UE.  The sling was snugly strapped to participants’ trunk and was worn 
during the entire intervention except toileting breaks.  Participants performed unimanual 
fine-motor and gross-motor functional and play activities using the more-affected UE.  
Activities were age-appropriate and targeted to individual motor skill level (e.g., 
supination).  Interventionists provided assistance when needed (e.g., stabilizing the paper 
while the child draws on the paper).  
HABIT procedures.  Participants in HABIT were engaged in bimanual fine-
motor and gross-motor functional and play activities (Charles & Gordon, 2006; Gordon 
et al., 2011).  It was developed to be a child-friendly approach.  Activities were chosen 
based on the role of the more-affected hand, progressing in complexity of motor skill 
from a non-dominant passive assist (e.g., stabilizing Playdoh® while cutting the dough) 
to active manipulator (e.g., moving Connect Four® pieces).  
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Both treatment approaches demonstrated comparable efficacy in children’s 
unimanual and bimanual hand function, which was retained after a 6-month follow up 
period (Gordon et al., 2011; Sakzewski et al., 2011). The only difference in the efficacy 
was that children in the HABIT group had greater improvement in functional goals 
(measured by goal attainment scale, GAS) than those in the CIMT group, possibly due to 
the fact that most of the goals require the use of both hands and only children in the 
HABIT group were able to practice bimanual goals. 
iv.          Experimental Setup and Procedures 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).  Each child received a structural MRI 
scan and a DTI scan at both pre-test and post-test.  The structural scan was used in the 
TMS experiment to co-register stimulation sites with brain landmarks, using a stereotaxic 
system (Brainsight, Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada).  The structural scan was also 
used for examining lesion type and location.  DTI scan was used to reconstruct the 
contralateral CST by using Tractography (Kuo et al., 2016).  This procedure serves two 
purposes: 1) verifying TMS-probed connectivity, and 2) determine the CST connectivity 
for those children without TMS responses. 
T1-weighted MRI was performed at Columbia University Medical Center 
(CUMC) for 8 participants and at the Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC) for 22 
participants.  We used 3T scanners (CUMC- Philips, Netherlands, WCMC- Siemens, 
Germany).  Children were positioned head-first supine.  For the structural scan, 165 slices 
were taken at the resolution of 256x256 pixels at CUMC, and 176 slices were taken at the 
same resolution at WCMC.  For the DTI scan, 75 slices were taken at the resolution of 
112x112 pixels for both sites.  An echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used 
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(TR=7638.99ms, TE=68.56ms for CUMC, TR=9000ms, TE=83ms for WCMC).  A 
protocol of 55 diffusion directions was applied (b value=800s/mm2) at CUMC, and 64 
diffusion directions was applied (b value=1000s/mm2) at WCMC. 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS).  To determine CST connectivity, 
TMS motor mapping was conducted at the Burke-Cornell Medical Research Institute or 
Teachers College using the same device.  Frameless stereotaxy (Brainsight, Rogue 
Research, Montreal, Canada) allowed for online tracking of the position of the TMS coil 
relative to children’s individual MRI structural scans.  A six-channel EMG recording 
system (NeuroConn, Ilmenau, Germany) captured EMG data during TMS from surface 
electrodes over the FDI and wrist flexor muscles bilaterally.  The TMS machine 
(Magstim Company Ltd, Wales, UK) triggered the recording of the EMG system, 100ms 
before and 400ms after each delivery of the TMS pulse.  The position of each stimulation 
site was recorded in xyz coordinates.  We probed the motor representation of the more-
affected UE, starting from medial portion of the more-affected M1.  The stimulation was 
gradually moved laterally and anteriorly/posteriorly until an MEP for the more-affected 
FDI was obtained.  The same procedure was performed over the less-affected M1.   
The following three measures, including behavioral MM assessment, involuntary 
grip force oscillations during contralateral hand pinching, and EMG recordings during 
contralateral hand pinching were used to quantify the amount or amplitude of involuntary 
MM.  We used behavioral MM assessment as the primary measure to investigate Aim 1, 
given it is easy to administer clinically.  
Behavioral Mirror Movements Assessment. Children performed  unilateral 
movement tasks for the purpose of examining the involuntary MM in the contralateral 
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hand, including 1) whole hand opening and closing (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000), 2) 
thumb-finger opposition (Woods & Teuber, 1978), 3) finger individuation (Kuhtz-
Buschbeck et al., 2000), 4) index and middle finger “walking”.  During testing, 
participants sat comfortably at the chair with hip/knee joints at 90° flexion.  They were 
instructed to perform the movements at the frequency of 1Hz (cued by a metronome).  
They started the task with the less-affected hand and then with the more-affected hand.  
Each task was performed for 5 trials.  For the whole hand opening/closing task, they held 
up the UE in the air so that the shoulder joints are at 90° of flexion and elbow joints fully 
extended.  Children were instructed to close the moving hand at the beat.  For the thumb-
finger opposition task, children rested their elbows on the table adjusted to a comfortable 
height with forearms straight up.  During testing, they tapped each finger to thumb with 
the following order: index, middle, ring, little, index, middle, ring, little finger and so 
forth.  For the finger individuation task, they rested both hands on the table with palms 
facing down (elbow at 90° flexion) for the starting position.  During testing, they lifted 
and tapped each finger on the table surface as the following order: thumb, index, middle, 
ring, and little and so on.  For the index and middle finger walking task, they started with 
resting one hand on the table with palm facing down, the moving hand was prepared for 
the task (participants either tucked the ring & little fingers with the thumb, or at least 
tried separating the index & middle fingers).  During testing, they individuated and 
tapped the index finger and then middle finger on the table surface alternatively and 
“walked” the fingers forward (away from body).  Task performance by either hand was 
videotaped.  Inter- and intra-rater reliability were recently reported to be high for the first 
three tasks (ICC> 0.82) (Klingels et al., 2015). 
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Grip Force Oscillation during Repetitive Contralateral-Hand Pinch. 
Participants pinched the transducer device (ATI Industrial, Apex, NC) using 
precision pinch of one hand while the other hand was gently holding another device.  
Force output of both hands was recorded using WinSC (Umeå University, Sweden) at the 
sampling frequency of 400Hz.  For the starting position, children sat a table in front of 
their body so that the shoulders are at 0° flexion/extension on the side of the body; 
elbows are at 90° flexion, and the forearms resting on the table surface in neutral 
position.  Participants began the task when holding the transducer discs gently in both 
hands.  They were instructed to pinch the transducer disc repetitively using thumb and 
index fingers of one hand by following the tone programmed at 1 Hz (WinSC, Umeå 
University, Sweden) (Koerte et al., 2011).  Children were first given a short practice 
session to familiarize themselves with the task.  During testing, they were asked to 
perform 20 pinches with either hand (20 seconds each hand, first using the less-affected, 
then the more-affected).  A short break after the 20 trials completed by one hand was 
allowed to avoid fatigue.  Participants were measured for the maximal pinch force with 
either hand in the end of the testing, for the purpose of obtaining the percent of maximal 
voluntary contraction (%MVC). 
Electromyography (EMG) Recordings.  Similar to the GF oscillations 
paradigm, in order to quantify the intensity of MM, participants performed a precision 
pinching task with only one hand while the other hand was resting.  Muscle activities 
were recorded using surface EMG.  A four-channel recording system (NeuroConn, 
Ilmenau, Germany) recorded muscle activities in FDI and wrist flexor muscles bilaterally 
when children performed the task.  Children were seated comfortably with arms and 
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hands supported in pillows/cushions prior to the start of the task.  Investigators ensured 
the EMG signals were quiet and clean before recording.  For the motor task, children 
pinched their unilateral index and thumb fingers by following a Powerpoint presentation.  
They were instructed to start pinching with their less-affected hand for 10 trials, followed 
by pinching with their more-affected hand for 10 trials.  Each “pinch” slide (1 trial) lasted 
for 5 seconds (Seo, 2013), which followed by 7 seconds of a “relax” slide. 
v.          Data Analysis 
TMS Data Analysis.  EMG data during brain stimulation were imported into 
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA).  A MATLAB script was written to show the 
recorded MEP for each muscle.  Investigators identified the peak-to-peak MEP 
amplitude.  A MEP amplitude ≥50µV is conventionally considered as a valid response to 
a TMS stimulus (Staudt et al., 2002).  Finally, CST connectivity controlling the more-
affected UE was determined by verifying valid MEP responses from findings of 
stimulating each M1 for each child.  Children were categorized into ipsilateral, 
contralateral, or bilateral connectivity.   
DTI Tractography.  We used DTI Studio (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
MD) to reconstruct the contralateral CST of the more-affected UE for the DTIs obtained 
at CUMC. Similarly, we used Diffusion Toolkit and TrackVis (Massachusetts General 
Hospital, Boston, MA) to reconstruct the CST of the affected UE for the DTIs obtained at 
WCMC.  Details of tractography using DTI Studio software can be found in Kuo et al. 
(2016) (Appendix E).  Details of tractography using Diffusion Toolkit and TrackVis are 
the following.  First, we corrected for movement artifacts with eddy current correction 
function using FSL (Analysis Group, Oxford, UK).  We then used Diffusion Toolkit to 
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reconstruct the fibers and color maps by using the corrected diffusion weighted images as 
mask images.  Subsequently we seeded a sphere-shaped region of interest (ROI) at the 
pyramidal tract at the lower pons level (blue coded areas) on an axial slice to reconstruct 
the CST by TrackVis (Thomas et al., 2005).  A presence or absence of the CST 
projecting from the more-affected M1 was verified.   
Behavioral Mirror Movements Analysis.  A standardized score ranging from 
0-4 was used to quantify the amount of visible mirror movements in the involuntary hand 
(Woods & Teuber, 1978).  To illustrate, the following is how Woods & Teuber (1978) 
defined the scores: “score 0= no clearly imitative movement; 1= barely discernible 
repetitive movement; 2= either slight, but unsustained, repetitive movement, or stronger, 
but briefer, repetitive movement; 3= strong and sustained repetitive movement; and 4= 
movement equal to that expected for the intended hand.”   
All videos were scored by a physical therapist blinded to the CST connectivity 
findings, treatment allocation, and children’s hand function scores.  The mode of 5 trials 
was used for analysis.  We explored the behavioral data by grouping subjects into 
different categories, such as presence (scores 1-4) versus absence (score 0) of MM, and 
stronger (either scores 3-4 or scores 2-4) versus weaker (scores 0-2 or scores 0-1) MM.  
Grip Force Oscillations Analysis.  Both the voluntary and involuntary finger 
grip force oscillations (2 separate channels) were collected and stored in a PC computer 
and extracted offline by using Winzoom (Umeå University, Sweden). The resulting mean 
grip force (GF) of the thumb (GF1) and index (GF2) fingers was calculated as 
(GF1+GF2)/2. The maximal and minimal GF oscillation of both hands, the amplitude of 
involuntary mirroring GF oscillations in the involuntary hand (maximal – minimal GF), 
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and the relative time difference between the two hands at the maximal oscillation time 
points (absolute time of mirroring- absolute time of voluntary movements) were the 
primary variables.  To account for the differences in the individual voluntary GF, a ratio 
of involuntary/voluntary GF was also calculated.  
EMG Data Analysis.  EMG data were imported into MATLAB (Mathworks, 
Natick, MA).  A MATLAB script was written to show the recordings from bilateral FDI 
and wrist flexors.  The onset and offset of each pinch was identified visually.  Similar to 
the GF oscillations analysis, a ratio representing the relative strength of MM was 
calculated by having mirroring amplitude divided by voluntary amplitude.  EMG 
amplitude was defined as the root mean square of the power spectrum of the EMG 
signals.  In addition, onset latency between the two hands was calculated.  
vi.           Behavioral Outcome Measures 
The Jebsen-Taylor Test of Hand Function (JTTHF).  The JTTHF is a 
standardized test quantifying unilateral dexterity as the movement time (seconds) to 
complete unimanual fine motor tasks (Jebsen, Taylor, Trieschmann, Trotter, & Howard, 
1969).  It consists of subtests including card flipping, small objects manipulation and 
placement, simulated eating, checker stacking, and empty and full can manipulation.  
JTTHF was modified as a child-friendly evaluation (the evaluator stops each subtest and 
records 180 seconds as the completion time when he/she perceived that a child was 
unable to complete the subtest, to prevent frustration and fatigue).  Reliability is high for 
children with stable hand disability (0.95-0.99) (Taylor, Sand, & Jebsen, 1973). 
The Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA). The AHA (version 4.3) quantifies the 
effectiveness of the more-affected hand use in bimanual play activities (Krumlinde-
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Sundholm, Holmefur, Kottorp, & Eliasson, 2007).  The AHA has excellent validity and 
reliability (inter-rater=0.97, intra-rater=0.99) (Krumlinde-Sundholm et al., 2007).  The 
test was videotaped and scored off-site by an evaluator blinded to group allocation.  Data 
is reported in 0-100 AHA units (Krumlinde-Sundholm, 2012). 
Canadian Occupation Performance Measure (COPM). To evaluate children’s 
functional goals, we interview the COPM with caregivers.  The COPM identifies and 
measures changes in daily functional problems (Carswell et al., 2004).  It has excellent 
validity and reliability (Verkerk, Wolf, Louwers, Meester-Delver, & Nollet, 2006).  The 
functional goals to be practiced at camp were identified, ranked in importance, and rated 
on performance and satisfaction prior to the beginning of camp.  Caregivers chose the 
goals (e.g., cutting food, dressing, using a keyboard) and rated the child’s performance 
and level of satisfaction on a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the highest score.  
vii.           Statistical Analysis 
 Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM, NY, version 22).  Non-
parametric statistical analyses were performed to analyze ordinal variables (i.e., 
behavioral MM scores).  Parametric statistical analyses were performed to analyze 
continuous variables (i.e., involuntary GF oscillations measured by force transducer, and 
involuntary muscle contraction measured by EMG). 
To achieve Aim 1, two-tailed Fisher’s exact tests were used to examine if a 
greater amount of MM was associated with CST connectivity assessed by TMS or DTI.  
Two by two contingency tables were used to compare TMS-probed CST connectivity 
with the quantification of MM.  DTI-assessed connectivity was used as another 
assessment of CST connectivity to compare with the amplitude of MM. 
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 To investigate Aim 2, Wilcoxon signed ranks test was used to test whether the 
changes in behavioral MM scores from the pretest to the posttest were significant. Two 
(intervention groups) by two (test sessions) repeated measure ANOVAs were used to 
examine if the intensity of MM measured with involuntary GF oscillations and EMG 
changed after intensive hand training and to examine if the CST connectivity impacts 
children’s responsiveness to different forms of treatment.   
To examine the direction of MM overflow, Wilcoxon singed rank test was 
performed to compare the behavioral MM scores between the two hands for each task. 
Paired t-tests were performed to compare the amplitude of MM measured with GF 
oscillations and EMG between the two hands.  Linear regression models and correlational 
analyses (Spearman’s rho for behavioral MM scores and Pearson’s r for involuntary GF 
oscillations and EMG) were performed to examine how MM may impact hand function 
(i.e., JTTHF, AHA, COPM) and how age may affect MM in USCP.  A Mann-Whitney U 
test was performed to examine whether the intensity of behavioral MM was affected by 
brain lesion type.  One-way ANOVA was conducted to examine whether the intensity of 
GF and ratio of EMG were affected by brain lesion type.  Finally, logistic regression 
models were performed to examine whether measures of MM were additive to predict 
CST connectivity. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.  
viii.          Sample Size Calculation 
Sample size estimation was calculated from preliminary data of the first three 
cohorts (2012-2014).  G*power version 3.1 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) 
was used to calculate the sample size.  We first calculated the required sample size based 
on our preliminary data of behavioral MM scores (Woods & Teuber, 1978).  To achieve 
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Aim 1, behavioral MM scores were put into a contingency table (Table 1, Appendix A).  
We used TMS-identified CST connectivity as the standardized outcome (ipsilateral 
versus contralateral/bilateral) and clinical testing scores (3-4: strong MM, 0-2: weak 
MM) as the secondary outcome.  A Fisher’s exact test with 2 independent groups was 
first used for sample size estimate.  In our preliminary data (n= 11), p1= 0.6 (behavioral 
MM scores of 3-4 in the ipsilateral connectivity), p2= 0.17 (behavioral MM scores of 3-4 
in the contralateral connectivity), α= 0.05 (type I error), and power= 0.8 (β= 0.2, type II 
error).  This calculation yielded a sample size of 36 subjects to produce an actual power 
of 0.81.  A similar calculation with p1= 0.6, p2= 0.17, α= 0.05, and only changing the 
power to 0.7 (β= 0.3, type II error) yielded a sample size of 32 subjects to produce an 
actual power of 0.72.  A separate sample size calculation was performed based on the 
preliminary GF oscillations data (Table 2, Appendix A).  Similarly, we used TMS as 
primary outcome and a criteria of GF >0.3N from the involuntary hand to determine the 
presence of mirror activities (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000).  In our preliminary data, 
p1= 1, p2= 0.333, α= 0.05, and power= 0.8.  This yielded a sample size of 18 subjects.  
As the sample size estimation obtained from calculating the GF data was smaller than 
that from the behavioral MM scores, a total of 32 subjects would be sufficient to achieve 
Aim 1 for the primary measure. 
III.        RESULTS 
i.          Patient Flow 
 Patient flow is shown in the flow chart (Figure 1).  During the study period (2013-
2015), a total of 33 participants were recruited from the parent clinical trial.  The 
inclusion and exclusion criteria of the parent study can be found in the paper in Appendix 
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F.  Children were randomized to receive either CIMT (n= 16) or HABIT (n= 17).  They 
were randomized offsite using concealed allocation stratified by age and JTTHF 
screening scores.  Table 1 describes participants’ demographic characteristics.  There 
were no significant differences in children’s age (independent t-test, p= 0.99) and in the 
baseline JTTHF (independent t-test, p= 0.78) between the two intervention groups.  
ii.          TMS-identified CST connectivity 
Results of the TMS-probed connectivity, DTI-assessed connectivity, behavioral 
MM scores, and the presence of involuntary GF oscillations at baseline are shown in 
Table 2.  For the TMS-probed CST connectivity, 3 participants out of 33 (9.1%) did not 
have TMS-induced motor evoked potentials (MEP) responses from EMG recordings on 
the more-affected UE when stimulating either the more-affected or the less-affected 
motor cortex (M1) (participant #19, 24, 27, Table 2).  Of the remaining 30 participants 
with TMS-induced MEP responses, 17 had ipsilateral CST connectivity (51.5%), 9 had 
bilateral CST connectivity (27.3%), and 4 had contralateral CST connectivity (12.1%) 
probed by TMS. 
 






Table 1. Baseline Participant Characteristics   
Characteristics CIMT (n=16) HABIT (n=17) 
Mean Age (SD), years, months 9, 6 (2, 9) 9, 6 (3, 6) 
Gender 
    Male 11 (68.75%) 9 (52.94%) 
  Female 5 (31.25%) 8 (47.06%) 
Paretic hand 
    Right 7 (43.75%) 13 (76.47%) 
  Left 9 (56.25%) 4 (23.53%) 
Lesion type 
    CM 0 (0%) 1 (5.88%) 
  C/SC 1 (6.25%)a  2 (11.76%) 
  MCA 5 (31.25%) 7 (41.18%) 
  PVL 10 (62.5%)a  6 (35.29%) 
  NA 1 (6.25%) 1 (5.88%) 
Race 
    African American 1 (6.25%) 2 (11.76%) 
  Asian 1 (6.25%) 0 (0%) 
  Hispanic 1 (6.25%) 1 (5.88%) 
  Mixed 1 (6.25%) 0 (0%) 
  White 12 (75%) 14 (82.35%) 
MACS 
    I 2 (12.5%) 5 (29.41%) 
  II 9 (56.25%) 8 (47.06%) 
  III 5 (31.25%) 4 (23.53%) 
Baseline JTTHF, mean (SD), s 440.96 (298.79) 411.8 (300.99) 
Abbreviations: CIMT, constraint-induced movement therapy; HABIT, Hand-Arm 
Bimanual Intensive Therapy; SD, standard deviation; CM, brain malformation, 
C/SC, cortical/subcortical lesion, MCA, PVL, periventricular lesion;  
NA, not available; MACS, Manual Ability Classification System; 




Table 2. Baseline Results for TMS-probed Connectivity, DTI-assessed connectivity, Behavioral MM scores, 
involuntary Grip Force Oscillations 
Participant 
# 
TMS-probed DTI-assessed  Behavioral MM  Behavioral MM Involuntary Grip  Involuntary Grip  
 CST 
Connectivitya 
CST   


















1 Ipsilateral Absence 3 2 n/a n/a 
2 Ipsilateral Presence 2 2 n/a n/a 
3 Ipsilateral Absence 3 4 n/a n/a 
4 Ipsilateral Absence 0 1 n/a n/a 
5 Ipsilateral Presence 3 2 n/a n/a 
6 Ipsilateral Absence 3 3 n/a n/a 
7 Ipsilateral Presence 0 2 n/a n/a 
8 Ipsilateral No DTI 0 1 n/a n/a 
9 Ipsilateral Absence 4 2 n/a n/a 
10 Ipsilateral Absence 0 3 n/a n/a 
11 Ipsilateral Absence 0 1 + + 
12 Contralateral Presence 2 2 - - 
13 Contralateral Presence 1 1 - - 
14 Ipsilateral Absence 3 4 + + 
15 Bilateral Absence 2 2 + + 
16 Contralateral Presence 1 1 - - 
17 Bilateral Presence 3 2 + + 
18 Ipsilateral Absence 3 2 + + 
19 No responses Absence 2 1 + + 
20 Ipsilateral Presence 0 0 + - 
21 Contralateral Presence 1 0 - - 
22 Ipsilateral Absence 3 2 u u 
23 Bilateral No MRI 0 3 + + 




25 Bilateral Presence 2 2 u u 
26 Bilateral Presence 2 2 + + 
27 No responses Absence 0 1 - - 
28 Bilateral Absence 2 1 + + 
29 Bilateral No MRI 0 0 u u 
30 Ipsilateral Absence 0 1 + + 
31 Bilateral Presence 1 2 n/c n/c 
32 Bilateral Presence 2 2 + + 
33 Ipsilateral No MRI 3 2 + + 
a: TMS connectivity: contralateral, presence of TMS-induced responses from EMG recordings on the more-affected UE by stimulating  
the more-affected motor cortex; ipsilateral, absence of TMS-induced responses from EMG recordings on the more-affected UE by stimulating  
the more-affected motor cortex, but presence of such responses when stimulating the less-affected motor cortex; bilateral, presence of  
TMS-induced responses from EMG recordings on the more-affected UE by stimulating both the more- and the less-affected motor cortex;  
b: Mirror movements during hand opening/closing , scale score between 0-4, graded by Woods & Teuber criteria; 
 c: +, presence of involuntary GF (>0.3N), -: absence of involuntary GF (<0.3N);  n/a: not available; u: participant unable to perform the task; 
s: unable to analyze data due to spasticity; n/c: participant was not compliant. 
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 iii.          DTI-identified CST connectivity 
For the results of DTI-identified CST connectivity, we used either presence or 
absence of a preserved contralateral CST as it was technically difficult to decide which 
hand(s) the ipsilateral CST originating from the contralesional M1 projects to (see Table 
2, also see paper in Appendix E).  Four participants out of 33 (12.1%) did not have MRI 
data (1 child had a teeth brace affecting the DTI signals during data acquisition processes, 
3 children were unwilling to participate in this part of the study).  Of the remaining 29 
participants, 16 children (48.5%) did not have a preserved contralateral CST projecting 
from the more-affected M1, and 13 children (39.4%) had a preserved contralateral CST 
(see Figure 2 for the corticospinal tracts reconstructed by DTI tractography of 
representative children).  
Table 3 summarizes the comparison between TMS-probed and DTI-identified 
CST connectivity.  Data from 9 children (patient #1-7, #9-10) had participated in our 
previous study investigating using DTI to determine the CST connectivity in children 
with USCP (Kuo et al., 2016) (Appendix E).  In 26 children with available TMS mapping 
and DTI reconstruction results, Fisher’s Exact Test showed that DTI may be used as an 
assessment to determine whether a contralateral CST was present (p= 0.02; sensitivity= 






















TMS-evoked muscle responses by 
probing the more-affected M1 
Yesa 9 2 11 
Nob 4 11 15 
    13 13 26 
a: TMS yes: presence of TMS-induced MEP responses from EMG recordings on the more-affected UE,  
b: TMS no: absence of TMS-induced MEP responses from EMG recordings on the more-affected UE,  
c: DTI yes: presence of CST reconstructed by DTI tractography, 









iv.          Characteristics of Behavioral Mirror Movements Assessment Scores 
Figure 3 shows the percentage distribution of the behavioral MM assessment 
scores during the performance of each task in either hand at baseline.  Only one 
participant did not show MM in any task (3%).  The remaining 32 participants showed at 
least minimal amount of discernable repetitive movements (score ≥ 1) during the 
performance of at least one of the tasks (hand opening/closing, finger opposition, 
individuation, finger walking).   
To investigate which task/hand may best capture the presence of MM, we first 
examined the percentage distribution between presence of MM (scores 1-4) and absence 
of MM (score 0) among all tasks.  Performing all 4 designated tasks with the more-
affected hand induced comparatively higher percentages of MM in the less-affected hand. 
Specifically, performing whole-hand opening/closing with the more-affected hand 
induced the highest percentage of the visible MM (score≥ 1) in the less-affected hand (n= 
30, 90.9%, Figure 3).  This incidence was followed by the percentages of the occurrence 
of MM in the less-affected hand when performing finger opposition, finger individuation, 
and index and middle finger walking with the more-affected hand (78.13%, 75.01%, 
71.88% respectively).  Performing all 4 tasks with the less-affected hand induced 
relatively lower percentages of MM in the more-affected hand during the same task.  
Performing whole-hand opening/closing, finger-thumb opposition, finger individuation, 
and index and middle finger walking with the less-affected hand induced < 70% of MM 
in the more-affected hand (69.69%, 50%, 36.36%, and 27.27%, respectively).   
We subsequently investigated percentage distribution between scores 3-4 versus 
scores 0-2 to compare which task may induce stronger MM in children with USCP.  
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Results showed that performing whole-hand opening/closing with the less-affected hand 
induced the highest percentage of strong MM in the more-affected hand (n=10, 30.3% for 
score ≥ 3, see Figure 3).  Mirror movements in the less-affected hand while performing 
the same task with the more-affected hand induced the second highest percentage of 
strong MM (n= 5, 15.15% for scores ≥ 3).  Performing finger-thumb opposition, finger 
individuation, and fingers walking with the more-affected hand induced < 10% of strong 
MM in the less-affected hand (3.13%, 6.25, and 6.25% for scores ≥ 3 respectively).  
Finally, performing finger-thumb opposition, finger individuation, and fingers walking 
with the less-affected hand did not induce any occurrence of strong MM in the more-
affected hand. 
In order to examine the direction of movement overflow, we performed Wilcoxon 
signed rank test to compare the behavioral MM score differences within the same subject 
between the two hands.  Results showed that a significant higher MM score occurred in 
the less-affected hand during the performance of finger-thumb opposition, finger 
individuation, and fingers walking (p= 0.001, p <0.001, p <0.001 respectively), but this 















Figure 3. Percentage Distribution of Behavioral Mirror Movement Assessment 
 
a: more-affected hand 
un: less-affected hand 
 
v.          Associations between Behavioral Mirror Movements Assessment 
Scores and CST Connectivity Assessed by TMS and DTI  
In order to investigate whether a simple behavioral test can be used to identify the 
CST organization (Aim 1), we performed several Fisher’s Exact Tests to examine the 
associations between TMS-identified CST connectivity and the amount of MM.  Table 4 
shows the contingency table testing the hypothesis that stronger MM were associated 
with an ipsilateral CST.  Thirty participants were included in this analysis as 3 children 
did not have any MEP responses when probed with TMS.  We combined children having 
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bilateral connections with those having a contralateral connection because only one child 
(out of 9) in the bilateral connectivity group had strong MM (see Figure 4).  The 
remaining 8 children with bilateral connectivity had weaker MM, which was similar to 
those having a contralateral connectivity.  While children with an ipsilateral connectivity 
presented with various amount of MM (Table 4, ipsilateral row, 52.9% with strong MM, 
47.1% with weak MM), we found that 9 children out of 10 with strong MM had an 
ipsilateral pattern (Table 4, “strong MM scores” column).  Fisher’s Exact Test 
demonstrated that a stronger behavioral MM scores in the more-affected hand when 
opening/closing the less-affected hand were associated with an ipsilateral CST 
connectivity probed by TMS (p= 0.017).  The sensitivity of using strong MM scores as a 
clinical test to identify the CST connectivity was 90%, and the specificity was 60%.  
There was no significant relationship between the CST connectivity and the behavioral 
MM scores in the less-affected hand while hand opening/closing (p= 0.35).  Similarly, 
there was no significant relationship between the CST connectivity and the behavioral 
MM scores during the performance of the remaining three tasks with either hand (p> 
0.49).  We found no significant relationship between any of the tasks and the CST 
patterns by grouping behavioral MM scores as presence (scores 1-4) versus absence 
(score 0) (p≥ 0.09).   
 We subsequently asked the question whether behavioral MM scores were additive 
to predict the CST patterns.  To address this question, we examined the presence of MM 
(score ≥ 1) in each task and investigated whether a combination of any two, any three, or 
all four tasks correlated with the CST patterns.  Results showed that any combinations of 
the presence of MM were not associated with the CST connectivity (Fisher’s Exact Test, 
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any two tasks, p> 0.13 in the less-affected hand, p> 0.69 in the more-affected hand; any 
three tasks, p> 0.43 in the less-affected hand, p> 0.63 in the more-affected hand; all four 
tasks, p= 0.71 in the less-affected hand, p= 0.63 in the more-affected hand).   
 We further examined the associations between DTI-assessed CST connectivity 
and the amount of behavioral MM scores.  No significant associations were found 
between any categorizations of behavioral MM scores as mentioned previously and DTI-
assessed CST connectivity (p> 0.2 in the more-affected MM, p> 0.1 in the less-affected 
MM). 
 











Table 4. Consistency between TMS-probed CST Connectivity & 









Ipsilateral 9 8 17 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 1 12 13 
    10 20 30 
a: Strong MM, scores 3-4 in the more-affected hand during the performance of whole-
hand opening and closing  
b: Weak MM, scores 0-2 in the more-affected hand during the performance of whole-
hand opening and closing 
 
vi.         Characteristics of Involuntary Grip Force Oscillations during 
Repetitive Unilateral Pinch 
The maximal and minimal grip force (GF) oscillations values and their respective 
absolute time during the performance of repetitive unilateral pinch were measured in a 
subset of 23 children.  We used the amplitude of GF oscillations > 0.3N as our criteria for 
defining the occurrence of MM (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000).  One participant was not 
compliant; her data were therefore excluded (Table 2, participant #31).  The task was too 
difficult for three other participants to perform, although testing was attempted 
(participant #22, #25, #29).  Of the remaining 19 participants, 14 participants (73.7%) 
demonstrated involuntary GF oscillation (> 0.3N) in the more-affected hand when 
pinching with the less-affected hand.  One participant out of those 14 only showed MM 




Figure 5 plots partial GF oscillations recordings over time of a representative 
participant with involuntary GF oscillations in the more-affected hand while repetitive 
pinching with the less-affected hand.  The average involuntary grip force oscillations 
amplitude (maximal - minimal) and temporal characteristics of both hands in children 
with the occurrence of involuntary grip force oscillation are summarized in Table 5.  In 
summary, performing repetitive unilateral pinch with the less-affected hand at 50.8±22.8 
%MVC induced 3.7±2.6N of mirror movements in the more-affected hand (see Table 5, 
column “less-affected hand pinch”).  This resulted in a ratio of 0.19±0.1, indicating that 
repetitively pinching with the less-affected hand induced ~19% of relative involuntary 
force oscillations amplitude in the more-affected hand.  The time lag between the 
mirroring hand and voluntary hand was variable among participants.  On average, there 
was a 41.2±39.4ms time lag in the absolute times of the peak GF between the two hands 
(voluntary GF oscillations in the less-affected hand preceded the mirroring GF 
oscillations in the more-affected hand by 41ms under the less-affected hand pinch 
condition).  For the other condition, performing repetitive pinch with the more-affected 
hand at 41.9±22.6 %MVC induced 4.1±2.8N of MM in the less-affected hand.  This 
resulted in a ratio of 1.0±0.8, indicating that repetitively pinching with the more-affected 
hand induced ~102% of relative mirroring GF oscillations in the less-affected hand.  
Similar to the previous condition, the onset latency under this condition varied among 
individuals.  Interestingly, the average pattern of this variable was opposite to the latency 
pattern pertaining to the previous condition— involuntary grip force oscillations in the 
less-affected hand preceded voluntary force oscillations by 14.1±36.2ms. 
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 Paired t-tests comparing the ratios of GF oscillations amplitude 
(involuntary/voluntary) between the two hands showed a significant higher ratio in the 
less-affected hand (less-affected hand MM/more-affected hand voluntary) as compared to 
that in the more-affected hand (n= 13, t= 3.79, p= 0.003).  Significant difference was also 
found between the oscillations peak latency while pinching with the more- versus the 
less-affected hand (t= 3.83, p= 0.002).  No significance was found when comparing the 
%MVC measured in the voluntary hand (t= 0.7, p= 0.5) or involuntary GF oscillations 
amplitude between the two hands (t= 0.25, p= 0.81).    
 
Figure 5.  Recordings of Grip Force Oscillations during Unilateral Repetitive Pinch in a 










  (n=14) (n=13) 
Voluntary Hand 
       Mean GF Oscillations Amplitude (SD), N 19.21 (8.05) 5.07 (2.33) 
     % of MVC 50.77 (22.77) 41.90 (22.58)b 
Involuntary Hand 
       Mean GF Oscillations Amplitude (SD), N 3.65 (2.6) 4.07 (2.80) 
Ratio (SD)c 0.19 (0.10) 1.02 (0.80) 
Latency of Peak GF, msd 41.24 (39.39) -14.09 (36.17) 
a: One column represents the voluntary and involuntary GF oscillations data under the 
 specified condition; b: One participant did not follow instruction during performance of  
maximal grip force, this represents values for 12 subjects; c: Ratio=MM/voluntary; 
 d: latency, +: voluntary movement preceded MM, -: MM preceded voluntary movement. 
 
 
vii.          Associations between Involuntary Grip Force Oscillations and CST 
Connectivity Assessed by TMS and DTI 
In order to investigate whether involuntary GF oscillation, a secondary measure, 
may also be used to identify the CST organization, we performed Fisher’s Exact Tests to 
examine the associations between TMS-probed CST connectivity and the presence or 
absence of involuntary GF oscillations.  Table 6A shows the contingency table testing the 
hypothesis that the presence of MM measured by force transducer was associated with an 
ipsilateral CST organization.  Sixteen participants were included in this analysis.  All 
children categorized as having ipsilateral connectivity in this subset had involuntary GF 
oscillations (> 0.3N) in the more-affected hand (Table 6A, ipsilateral row, n= 6).  Similar 
to the children with an ipsilateral pattern, all children with a bilateral connectivity had 
detectable involuntary GF oscillations (see Table 6B, n= 6).  All children with a 
contralateral connectivity did not have involuntary mirror movements in their more-
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affected hand (Table 6B, n= 4).  Fisher’s Exact Test showed that no significant 
association was found between the presence of involuntary GF oscillations in the more-
affected hand and an ipsilateral CST connectivity probed by TMS (p= 0.23).  The 
sensitivity of using involuntary GF oscillations (> 0.3N) in the more-affected hand as a 
measure to identify the TMS-probed CST connectivity was 50%, and the specificity was 
100%.  Likewise, there was no significant association found between the TMS-probed 
CST connectivity and the involuntary GF oscillations in the less-affected hand (Fisher’s 
Exact Test, p= 0.59).  The sensitivity of using mirroring GF oscillations in the less-
affected hand as a measure to identify the CST connectivity was 45.45%, and specificity 
was 80%.  No significant relationship was found even when we used the threshold of 1N 
to define the presence of mirroring GF oscillations (Fisher’s Exact Test, more-affected 
hand, p= 0.31; less-affected hand, p= 0.6).   
We further examined the associations between DTI-assessed CST connectivity 
and the presence or absence of involuntary GF oscillations.  Although we had only 17 
participants with available data for this comparison, we found significant relationship 
between the presence of involuntary GF oscillations in the less-affected hand and DTI-
assessed CST (Table 7, Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.0498). No significant relationship was 
found between the presence of involuntary GF oscillations in the more-affected hand and 







Table 6A. Consistency between TMS-identified CST Connectivity and 










Ipsilateral 6 0 6 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 6 4 10 
    
12 4 16 
a: MM Presence: involuntary GF >0.3N in the more-affected hand during the less-affected 
hand pinch 
b: MM Absence: involuntary GF <0.3N in the more-affected hand during the less-affected 
hand pinch 
 
Table 6B. Details for Relationship between TMS-identified CST 












Ipsilateral 6 0 6 
Bilateral 6 0 6 
 
Contralateral 0 4 4 
    









Table 7. Consistency between DTI-identified Contralateral CST and 




















3 5 8 
    11 6 17 
 
  
viii.          Characteristics of Involuntary Muscle Activities Measured by 
Electromyography during Unilateral Pinch 
The EMG was measured in a subset of 32 children.  Given that the baseline data 
for the cohort of 2013 were not available and that repeated-measure ANOVA showed the 
EMG ratios (involuntary amplitude/voluntary amplitude) did not change for the cohorts 
of 2014-2015 from the pre-test to the post-test (see Table 13, more-affected hand MM, 
F= 1.31, p= 0.28; less-affected hand MM, F= 0.2, p= 0.67), we used data obtained at the 
post-test to investigate the characteristics of this measure.  Table 8 shows the distribution 
of the EMG activities in the specified hand.  Five children showed spasticity in the more-
affected hand during the less-affected hand pinched.  One other participant showed 
spasticity in the more-affected hand while pinching with the less-affected hand.  EMG 
recordings with the presence of spasticity were excluded because it affected the clarity of 
the baseline signals.  The same child who was not compliant during testing using force 
transducer did not show reliable data during EMG testing either (participant #31); her 
EMG data were thus excluded.  EMG data from 30 participants were available for data 
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analysis, regardless of hand.  We defined the presence of MM when there were any 
visible and time-locked trials of above-baseline EMG signals in the FDI muscle of the 
involuntary hand when the voluntary hand pinched (Table 8, +).  For the MM in the 
more-affected hand while the less-affected hand pinched, EMG recorded from 26 
participants were analyzed.  Twenty-two participants (78.8%) showed MM in the more-
affected hand, and the remaining four participants (12.1%) did not show involuntary MM 
under the same condition (see Figure 6 for representative EMG data).  The average ratio 
of involuntary EMG amplitude divided by voluntary EMG amplitude in those 22 children 
with visible MM was 0.53±0.49 (Table 9).  Similar to the GF oscillations latency, the 
onset latency between the muscle contractions of the two hands was variable among 
individuals.  The average onset latency measured by EMG was -169±1160ms (mirroring 
muscle contraction in the more-affected hand occurred before voluntary contraction).  For 
the MM in the less-affected hand, EMG recording obtained from 28 participants were 
analyzed.  Twenty-five participants (75.8%) showed involuntary MM in the less-affected 
hand, and the remaining three participants (9.1%) did not show MM under the same 
condition.  The average ratio of involuntary/voluntary EMG amplitudes in these 25 
children was 2.46±5.32 (Table 9).  Similarly as the previous condition, onset latency 
between the muscle contractions of the two hands was variable. The average onset 
latency of the onset of two hands’ EMG was 50±293ms (mirroring contraction in the 
less-affected hand occurred after the voluntary contraction).  
Paired t-tests were performed to examine if the ratio was higher when one hand 
pinched versus the other.  Results showed that there was no significant difference 
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between ratios of the two sides during unilateral precision pinch (n= 24, t= 1.81, p= 
0.08), nor was the onset latency differed between the two hands (n= 20, t= 0.91, p= 0.38). 
 













Table 8. Results of Involuntary EMG at Post-test   
Participant # TMS connectivity EMGa EMGa 
    




1 Ipsilateral s + 
2 Bilateral + + 
3 Ipsilateral + + 
4 Ipsilateral + + 
5 Ipsilateral - + 
6 Ipsilateral + + 
7 Bilateral + u 
8 Ipsilateral + s 
9 Ipsilateral n/a n/a 
10 Ipsilateral + + 
11 Ipsilateral + + 
12 Bilateral + + 
13 Contralateral - + 
14 Ipsilateral + + 
15 Bilateral + + 
16 Contralateral - - 
17 Bilateral + + 
18 Ipsilateral + + 
19 No responses + + 
20 Ipsilateral + + 
21 Contralateral - - 
22 Bilateral + + 
23 Bilateral + + 
24 No responses + + 
25 Bilateral s s 
26 Bilateral + + 
27 No responses s + 
28 Bilateral s + 
29 Bilateral s - 
30 Ipsilateral + + 
31 Bilateral n/c n/c 
32 Bilateral + + 
33 Ipsilateral + + 
a: +, presence of EMG activities of involuntary hand, defined as > 0 % of successful 
trials, 
-, absence of EMG activities of involuntary hand; n/a: not available; u: participant 
 unable to perform the task; s: unable to analyze data due to spasticity;  
n/c: participant was not compliant. 




Table 9. Characteristics of EMG at Post-test   
 
Less-affected hand pinch More-affected hand pinch 
  (n=22) (n=25) 
Ratio (SD)a 0.53 (0.49) 2.46 (5.32) 
Onset latency, msb -169.19 (1160.31) 50.06 (292.91) 
a: Ratio=MM/voluntary; b: latency, +: voluntary movement preceded MM, 
 -: MM preceded voluntary movement. 
  
 
ix.          Associations between Involuntary Muscle Activities Measured by 
EMG and CST Connectivity Assessed by TMS and DTI  
In order to investigate whether involuntary mirroring muscle contractions 
measured by EMG may also be used to identify the CST connectivity, we performed 
Fisher’s Exact Tests to examine the associations between CST connectivity and the 
presence or absence of involuntary muscle activities.  Twenty-four children were 
included in the analysis comparing TMS-probed connectivity and involuntary EMG in 
the more-affected hand.  Eleven children with an ipsilateral connectivity showed 
involuntary muscle activities recorded from the more-affected hand when pinching with 
the less-affected hand (Table 10A, the ipsilateral row).  One child with an ipsilateral 
connectivity did not show involuntary muscle activities under the same condition.  All 
children with a contralateral connection did not present with mirror activities in the more-
affected hand.  All children with a bilateral pattern showed involuntary muscle 
contractions in the more-affected hand (see Table 10B for details).  Fisher’s Exact Test 
showed that there was not a significant association between the presence of involuntary 
muscle activities in the more-affected hand and an ipsilateral CST probed by TMS (p= 
0.59).  The sensitivity of using mirroring EMG in the more-affected hand as a measure to 
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identify the CST connectivity was 45%, and the specificity was 75%.  Similarly, there 
was no significant relationship between involuntary muscle contractions in the less-
affected hand and TMS-probed connectivity. However, the specificity of using presence 
of involuntary EMG in the less-affected hand to identify a non-ipsilateral pattern probed 
by TMS was 100% (Table 10C, Fisher’s Exact Test, p= 0.1; sensitivity= 59.1%, 
specificity= 100%).  
 
Table 10A. Consistency between TMS-identified CST Connectivity and 










Ipsilateral 11 1 12 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 9 3 12 
    
20 4 24 
a: MM Presence: visible synchronizing muscle activities in the more-affected hand during 
less-affected hand pinch 
b: MM Absence: invisible synchronizing muscle activities in the more-affected hand during  
less-affected hand pinch 
 
Table 10B. Details for the relationship between TMS-identified CST 









Ipsilateral 11 1  
Bilateral 9 0  
Contralateral 0 3  





Table 10C. Consistency between TMS-identified CST Connectivity 










Ipsilateral 13 0 13 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 9 3 12 
    
22 3 25 
 
A second analysis approach was performed to examine whether a higher EMG 
ratio was associated with an ipsilateral CST connectivity.  For this second approach, we 
defined strong MM as when the EMG ratio (involuntary/voluntary amplitude) > 0.5; 
weak MM was defined when the EMG ratio < 0.5.  Twenty-four children were included 
in the analysis comparing TMS-probed connectivity and EMG ratios.  Five children with 
an ipsilateral connectivity showed strong MM in the more-affected hand when they 
voluntarily pinched with the less-affected hand (Table 11A, the ipsilateral row).  Under 
this condition, seven children with an ipsilateral connectivity had weak MM.  Two 
children with bilateral connectivity had strong MM, whereas the remaining seven 
children with bilateral connectivity had weak MM.  All three children with a contralateral 
connection had weak MM.  Fisher’s Exact Test did not show a significant association 
between a strong MM (involuntary/voluntary ratio> 0.5) measured with EMG in the 
more-affected hand and an ipsilateral CST connectivity (p= 0.37; sensitivity= 71.4%, 
specificity= 58.8%).   We did not find a significant association between strong EMG-
measured MM in the less-affected hand and the TMS-probed CST connectivity (Table 
11B, Fisher’s exact, p= 0.14).  When investigating strong EMG-measured MM in the 
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less-affected hand, twenty five children were included in the contingency table. Twelve 
children with an ipsilateral connectivity had strong MM, whereas 1 child with the same 
pattern had weak MM.  Seven children with bilateral connections had strong MM, while 
1 child with bilateral connections had weak MM. All three children with a contralateral 
pattern had weak MM. The sensitivity of using strong MM measured with EMG in the 
less-affected hand as a measure to identify the CST connectivity was 63.2%, and the 
specificity was 80%.   
We further examined the associations between the presence of MM measured by 
EMG and DTI-assessed CST connectivity.  Fisher’s exact test showed that there was a 
significant association between the presence of MM measured by EMG in the more-
affected hand and DTI-assessed connectivity (Table 12A, n= 23, p= 0.04, sensitivity= 
63.2%, specificity= 100%).  No significant association was found between the presence 
of EMG-measured MM in the less-affected hand and DTI-assessed connectivity (p= 
0.15).  We also found a significant association between strong MM in the less-affected 
hand measured by EMG and DTI-assessed connectivity (Table 12B, n=25, p= 0.02, 
sensitivity=71.4%, specificity=100%).  No significant association was found between 
strong MM measured by EMG in the more-affected hand and DTI-assessed connectivity, 








Table 11A. Consistency between TMS-identified CST Connectivity and 










Ipsilateral 5 7 12 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 2 10 12 
    7 17 24 
aStrong MM: the ratio of the involuntary EMG amplitude/voluntary EMG amplitude>0.5 
aWeak MM: the ratio of the involuntary EMG amplitude/voluntary EMG amplitude<0.5 
 
 
Table 11B. Consistency between TMS-identified CST 










Ipsilateral 12 1 13 
Bilateral or 
Contralateral 7 4 11 










Table 12A. Consistency between DTI-identified CST and presence of 










Contralateral CST 12 0 12 
Presence of 
Contralateral CST 7 4 11 
    19 4 23 
a: MM Presence: presence of visible synchronizing muscle activities in the more-affected 
hand 
b: MM Absence: absence of visible synchronizing muscle activities in the more-affected 
hand 
 
Table 12B. Consistency between DTI-identified CST and strong MM 










Contralateral CST 15 0 15 
Presence of 
Contralateral CST 6 4 10 
    21 4 25 
a: Strong MM: ratio (involuntary amplitude/voluntary amplitude)>0.5 
b: Weak MM: ratio (involuntary amplitude/voluntary amplitude)<0.5 
 
x.          Relationship between Additive of Mirror Movements Measures and 
CST Connectivity 
We further asked the question whether MM measures were additive to predict the 
CST connectivity.  Logistic regression models were performed to examine whether a 
combination of MM measures (i.e., behavioral MM scores during whole-hand 
opening/closing, involuntary GF oscillations, involuntary EMG) was associated with 
TMS-probed CST patterns (ipsilateral versus contralateral/bilateral connectivity).  The 
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best fitted regression model was found when we used dichotomous behavioral MM 
scores during hand opening/closing (strong versus weak) in the more-affected hand as a 
predictor and brain lesion type as a covariate to predict TMS-probed CST connectivity 
(p= 0.002).  Likelihood ratio tests showed that both behavioral MM scores in the more-
affected hand and brain lesion type were both significantly associated with TMS-probed 
CST connectivity (behavioral MM, p= 0.007; brain lesion type, p= 0.02).  When we used 
MM scores during hand opening/closing (strong versus weak) in more-affected hand 
alone to predict TMS-probed CST patterns, behavioral MM scores was still significantly 
associated with CST connectivity (p= 0.006).  No significant associations were found 
between any other combinations of MM measures and the TMS-derived CST patterns. 
Similarly, logistic regression models were performed to examine whether a 
combination of MM measures was associated with DTI-assessed CST patterns.  The best 
fitted regression model was found when we used the involuntary GF oscillations (> 0.3N 
or < 0.3 N), behavioral scores during hand opening/closing (strong versus weak), and 
strong MM measured by EMG (ratio> 0.5) in the less-affected hand as predictors and 
brain lesion type as a covariate to predict DTI-assessed CST connectivity (p= 0.007). 
Likelihood ratio tests indicated that lesion type was associated with DTI-assessed CST 
connectivity (p= 0.001), while the behavioral MM scores (p= 0.45), involuntary GF 
oscillations (p= 0.64), and strong MM measured by EMG (p= 0.25) did not contribute 
significantly to the DTI-assessed CST connectivity.  When we took away lesion type and 
used behavioral MM scores, involuntary GF oscillations, and EMG-measured MM in the 
less-affected hand to predict DTI-assessed CST patterns, involuntary GF oscillations in 
the less-affected hand was significantly associated with DTI-assessed CST connectivity 
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(p= 0.005). No significant associations were found between DTI-probed CST 
connectivity and strong MM measured by EMG (p= 0.15) as well as between DTI-probed 
CST connectivity and strong behavioral MM (p= 0.47).  
xi.          Changes in Outcome Measures after Intervention 
To investigate Aim 2 (exploratory aim), we examined whether the amount of MM 
changed after 3 weeks of intensive hand training.  Table 13 summarizes the results for the 
changes in all outcome measures after intervention.  For the behavioral MM scores, 
Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that the median of differences in the behavioral MM 
scores between the pre-test and post-test sessions distributed around 0 (p> 0.06).  
Similarly, statistical results obtained from the main effect of the repeated measure 
ANOVA showed that the changes from the pre-test to the post-test were not significant in 
the amplitude of involuntary GF oscillations (p> 0.33), in the ratios of GF oscillations 
amplitude (involuntary/voluntary) (p> 0.09), or in the ratios of EMG amplitude 











Behavioral MM Scores in the More-affected Hand 
     Whole Hand Opening/Closing 33 -0.29 0.77 
  Finger-thumb Opposition 31 0 > 0.99 
  Finger Individuation 32 0 > 0.99 
  Index and Middle Finger Walking 32 0 > 0.99 
Behavioral MM Scores in the Less-affected Hand 
     Whole Hand Opening/Closing 32 -0.87 0.38 
  Finger-thumb Opposition 31 -1.9 0.06 
  Finger Individuation 32 -1.62 0.11 
  Index and Middle Finger Walking 32 -0.63 0.53 
GF in the More-affected Handb 14 1.05 0.33 
GF in the Less-affected Handb 16 0.38 0.55 
GF ratio (more-affected MM/less-affected voluntary)b 14 3.37 0.09 
GF ratio (less-affected MM/more-affected voluntary)b 16 0.02 0.9 
EMG ratio (more-affected MM/less-affected 
voluntary)b 13 1.31 0.28 
EMG ratio (less-affected MM/more-affected 
voluntary)b 14 0.2 0.67 
a: statistics results were obtained from using Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for qualitative 
MM scores (Z), 
and from using repeated measure ANOVA for the GF and 
EMG (F); 




xii.          Relationship between the Amount of Mirror Movements and Hand 
Function 
We performed linear regression models and correlation coefficients to examine 
whether the occurrence of MM affected UE functional performance.  Linear regression 
models did not show significance when using behavioral MM scores to predict bimanual 
hand function measured by the AHA (Table 14, n= 21, p≥ 0.18 for all models).  Yet 
linear regression models showed significant associations when using behavioral MM 
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scores in the less-affected hand during finger individuation and finger walking to predict 
children’s goal performance (measured by COPM satisfaction scores, Figure 7A & 7B; 
Table 14, finger individuation: F= 6.6, p= 0.016; finger walking: F= 6.7, p= 0.015).  
Specifically, higher MM scores in the less-affected hand during those two repetitive 
movements were fairly correlated with worse goal performance (finger individuation, 
Spearman’s r= -0.36, p= 0.04; finger walking: Spearman’s r= -0.39, p= 0.03).  
Interestingly, linear regression models demonstrated significant associations when we 
used the behavioral MM scores in the less-affected hand during finger opposition and 
finger walking to predict unimanual dexterity (n=32, finger-thumb opposition: F= 4.47, 
p= 0.04, Spearman’s rho= -0.35, p= 0.048; finger walking: F= 13.01, p= 0.001, 
Spearman’s rho= -0.5, p= 0.005).   However, after removing the only one participant with 
a MM score of 3, the regression model did not show a significant association when using 
the behavioral MM scores in the less-affected hand during finger opposition to predict 
unimanual dexterity (F= 3.2, p= 0.08, Spearman’s rho= -0.3, p= 0.1).  
Table 15 shows results obtained using linear regression models and correlation 
analyses to examine the relationship between MM measured by involuntary GF 
oscillations and hand function.  Although sample size was small for the statistical model, 
linear regression models demonstrated that involuntary GF oscillations in the more-
affected hand and its corresponding ratio may predict children’s bimanual performance 
measured by the AHA (more-affected hand GF, F= 7.4, p= 0.024, corresponding ratio, F= 
6.96, p= 0.03).  Pearson R also showed moderate correlations between involuntary GF 
oscillations amplitude in the more-affected hand and children’s bimanual function (n= 11, 
GF oscillations in the more-affected hand and AHA, Pearson r= -0.67, p= 0.024).  No 
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significant associations were found between involuntary GF oscillations and children’s 
goal performance (measured by COPM, p> 0.08).  Similarly, no significant associations 
were found between involuntary GF oscillations and children’s unimanual dexterity 
(measured by JTTHF, p> 0.16). 
Further correlational analyses were performed to examine the relationship 
between the strength of MM and children’s improvements in hand function after 3 weeks 
of intensive therapy (see Table in Appendix B).  No significant linear models or 
correlations were found between the behavioral MM scores in either hand and children’s 
improvements in unimanual dexterity (linear regression models, p> 0.64; Spearman’s rho 
between -0.03 to 0.12, p> 0.52) and bimanual hand function (AHA, linear regression 
models, p> 0.17; Spearman’s rho between -0.22 to 0.41, p> 0.07).  A significant linear 
regression was found when using behavioral MM scores in the less-affected hand during 
finger walking to predict improvements in goal performance (COPM satisfaction:  
F=4.21, p= 0.05; Spearman’s rho= 0.35, p= 0.052).  No other significant associations 
were found between the remaining behavioral MM scores and children’s improvements 
in their goal performance (linear regression models, p> 0.08; Spearman’s rho, p> 0.14).  
Similarly, no significant regression models or correlations were found between the 
involuntary GF oscillations or their corresponding ratios and children’s improvements in 
unimanual dexterity (involuntary GF oscillations in either hand and percentage 
improvement in JTTHF, p> 0.22), bimanual hand function (involuntary GF oscillations in 
either hand and AHA, p> 0.14), or goal performance (GF oscillations in either hand and 












Table 14. Linear regression models and correlations between behavioral MM scores and functional outcome 
 AHA COPM-satisfaction COPM-performance JTTHF 
 (n=21) (n=32) (n=32) (n=32) 








           Hand Opening/closing 0.86 0.19 0.46 -0.05 0.77 <0.001 4.33* -0.26 
   Finger Opposition 0.37 0.01 1.17 -0.15 0 -0.05 2.11 -0.22 
   Finger Individuation 0.14 -0.18 1.91 -0.18 0.04 -0.23 0.4 -0.06 
   Finger Walking 0.04 -0.16 0.98 -0.11 0.02 -0.12 0.56 -0.18 
Less-affected hand 
           Hand Opening/closing 1.41 -0.19 3.41 -0.33 0.07 -0.17 0.12 0.09 
   Finger Opposition 0.09 -0.02 2.35 -0.2 0.29 -0.24 4.47* -0.35* 
   Finger Individuation 0.13 0.03 6.55* -0.36* 1.38 -0.31 2 -0.18 
   Finger Walking 1.92 0.22 6.7* -0.39* 0.87 -0.3 13.01* -0.5* 




Table 15. Linear regression and correlations between involuntary GF oscillations and functional outcome 
 
AHA COPM-satisfaction COPM-performance JTTHF 
 
(n=11)  (n=21) (n=21) (n=21) 
  F Pearson's r F Pearson's r F Pearson's r F Pearson's r 
More-affected hand 
          GF amplitude 7.40* -0.67* 0.21 -0.1 0.98 -0.22 0.31 0.13 
  Ratio (I/V) 6.96* -0.66* 1.31 -0.17 1.32 -0.26 0.16 0.09 
Less-affected hand 
          GF amplitude 3.12 -0.51 1.31 -0.25 3.49 -0.39 0.96 0.22 
  Ratio (I/V) 2.09 -0.43 0.76 -0.2 3.12 -0.38 2.11 0.32 
* indicates p-value <0.05 
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xiii.          The Effects of Age on Mirror Movements in Children with USCP 
We examined if age of children affected the intensity of mirror movements in 
children with USCP.  Linear regression models and correlational analyses showed that 
there was no significant relationship between children’s age and the intensity of MM 
measured by behavioral MM scores, force transducers, or EMG (linear regression model, 
p> 0.1, Spearman’s rho and Pearson’s R, p> 0.15). 
xiv.          The Effects of Brain Lesion Type on Mirror Movements in 
Children with USCP 
We subsequently examined whether brain lesion type influenced the amount of 
MM in children with USCP, providing further evidence that the timing of brain lesion 
may possibly affect the CST reorganization.  There was only one child categorized as 
brain malformation, therefore we excluded his data in this analysis.  In addition, one child 
was categorized as having both periventricular lesion (PVL) and cortical/subcortical 
lesion (CSC).  Therefore her data were also excluded.  Mann-Whitney U test showed that 
there were significant higher behavioral MM scores in PVL than those in CSC in the less-
affected hand during hand opening/closing (Figure 8, p= 0.04).  We did not find 
significant differences in the more-affected hand during the same task (p= 0.08).  
Similarly, there were no significant differences found in the remaining behavioral scores 
in the either hand between different lesion types (p> 0.08).  
Independent t-tests showed that there were no significant differences in the 
involuntary GF oscillations amplitude and its corresponding ratio in either hand between 
different lesion types (involuntary GF oscillations in the more-affected hand, t= -0.53, p= 
0.6; involuntary GF oscillations in the less-affected hand: t= -0.54, p= 0.6).  Similarly, 
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independent t-tests showed that there were no significant differences in the EMG ratios in 
either hand between different lesion types (EMG ratio of more-affected/less-affected: t= -
0.05, p= 0.96; EMG ratio of less-affected/more-affected: t= -1.5, p= 0.17).  
 
Figure 8. Behavioral Mirror Movement Mean Scores within Periventricular Lesion and 
Cortical/Subcortical Lesion 
 
 PVL=periventricular lesion (early trimester lesion) 
 C/SC=cortical or subcortical lesion (late trimester lesion) 
 
xv.           Quantification of Cortical Control of the More-affected Hand and 
its Relationship with the Intensity of Mirror Movements 
Finally, we investigated whether the amount of mirror movements may be related 
to the distribution of the corticospinal connections originating from either M1, providing 
further quantitative measurement of the CST connectivity.  Instead of using the CST 
connectivity pattern, cortical control of the more-affected hand was quantified by the 
Laterality Index (LI). The LI was calculated with the following formula:  
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LI= # sites controlling the more-affected FDI originating from lesioned M1 
# sites controlling the more-affected FDI from both M1s.   
Although sample size was small (n=17), we found a trend when we used the 
amplitude of involuntary GF oscillations in the more-affected hand to regress the LI 
(Figure 9, linear regression, F= 4.38, p= 0.054; Pearson r= -0.48, p= 0.054).  Specifically, 
stronger amplitude in the involuntary GF oscillations had a trend to be associated with a 
lower LI.  A similar trend was found when we used the amplitude of involuntary GF 
oscillations in the less-affected hand to regress the LI (F=4.03, p= 0.063; Person r= -0.29, 
p= 0.27).  
 Similarly, we found a trend when we used the ratio of EMG in the more-affected 
hand (more-affected involuntary/less-affected hand voluntary) to regress the LI (n=23, 
linear regression, F=3.6, p= 0.07; Pearson r= -0.39, p= 0.08).  There was still a trend in 
the same model even after we removed an outlier (n=22, linear regression, F= 3.2, p= 
0.09; Person r= -0.37, p= 0.09). 
 Finally, we did not find significant linear regression models when we used any 
behavioral MM scores to predict the LI (n= 28, linear regression, p> 0.25; Spearman’s 
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Figure 9.  Correlation between Involuntary Grip Force Oscillations and Laterality Index 
 
 
IV.        DISCUSSION 
This study investigated the relationship between mirror movements (MM) and 
corticospinal reorganization in children with unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP) by 
examining with methods probing the CST connectivity and measures quantifying mirror 
movements.  Our hypothesis that stronger MM were more associated with an ipsilateral 
corticospinal tract (CST) projection was supported by the association between behavioral 
MM scores in the more-affected hand during hand opening/closing and TMS-probed 
connectivity (Fisher’s Exact Test, p= 0.02).  Our hypothesis was also supported by the 
significant association between force transducer (FT)-measured MM in the less-affected 
hand and DTI-assessed connectivity (p= 0.0498), as well as supported by the significant 
associations between electromyography (EMG)-measured MM and DTI-derived 
connectivity (present of MM, more-affected hand, p= 0.04; strong MM, less-affected 
hand, p= 0.02).  Similar findings were demonstrated in the logistic regression models, 
where we found that behavioral MM was a significant predictor of TMS-probed 
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connectivity (p= 0.006), and that FT-measured MM was a significant predictor of DTI-
assessed connectivity (p= 0.005).  Thus far, the amount of MM did not change after three 
weeks of intensive hand therapy (behavioral MM scores, p> 0.06; involuntary GF 
oscillations, p> 0.09; EMG-measured MM, p> 0.28).  The occurrence of strong MM 
(score≥ 3) during hand opening/closing and the presence of involuntary GF oscillations 
are therefore both indicative of the CST connectivity. 
i.          Using a Simple Clinical Measure to identify the CST organization 
Our data showed exciting results that a simple clinical measure may unfold the 
underlying motor system reorganization.  This relationship had been demonstrated 
indirectly in a few studies (Carr et al., 1993; Farmer et al., 1991).  However, Carr et al. 
(1999) included both congenital and acquired brain injuries, and Farmer et al. (1999) did 
not use behavioral MM assessment.  Among the four tasks, hand opening/closing was the 
easiest task to perform by children with USCP with their hand impairment.  It is possible 
that spasticity masked the intensity of MM during finger opposition, finger individuation, 
and finger walking due to the dexterity involved (Klingels et al., 2015; Reitz, 1998).  
Further, if MM precisely copied the other hand, the range of motion of whole-hand 
opening/closing in the voluntary hand was larger than the others.  The unintentional 
movements were therefore easier to be discerned by the evaluator.  
Our behavioral data showed that stronger MM in the more-affected hand were 
significantly associated with TMS-probed CST connectivity, but this association was not 
found when MM were measured in the less-affected hand.  This finding is consistent with 
the findings of Staudt et al. (2004), who considered only MM present in the more-
affected hand as an indicator of an ipsilateral CST pattern.  Structurally, the ipsilateral 
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pathway connects the contralesional motor cortex (M1) and the more-affected hand.  
Therefore, unintentional movements occurring in the more-affected hand may 
conceivably be a direct representation of an ipsilateral projection.  In this study, we also 
found a significant association between MM measured by force transducer in the less-
affected hand and DTI-assessed CST (p= 0.0498).  Meanwhile, we found significant 
associations between strong MM measured by EMG in the less-affected hand and DTI-
assessed CST (p= 0.02).  Collectively, our results showed that MM in either the more- or 
the less-affected hand may be predictive of the CST connectivity.  To our knowledge, the 
associations between the occurrence of MM in the less-affected hand and CST 
connectivity has never been reported in the literature.   
ii.          Children with Bilateral Connectivity may Present with 
Characteristics of both Ipsilateral and Contralateral Connectivity 
 Interestingly, MM in the majority of children with bilateral CST organization 
behaved more similarly to children with a contralateral pattern when they were measured 
by behavioral assessment, whereas MM in the majority of children with bilateral 
connections behaved more similarly to children with an ipsilateral pattern when measured 
by force transducer and EMG (see Table 6B, Table 10B).  These findings may result 
from the fact that children with a bilateral CST pattern still have an ipsilateral pathway, 
and that the detection of mirror movements can be measurement specific (Connolly & 
Stratton, 1968).  Both force transducers and EMG may have the capacity to measure 
subclinical mirror activities that the clinical testing was not able to capture (Kuhtz-
Buschbeck et al., 2000; Staudt et al., 2004).   
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Children with a bilateral or mixed CST patterns may present with the features of 
both ipsilateral and contralateral patterns, which makes the comparison challenging.  Our 
primary aim was to investigate whether stronger MM were associated with an ipsilateral 
CST.  Consequently it was logical to group children with bilateral and contralateral 
patterns together to answer this research question (as these two groups both preserved the 
contralateral CST).  At the same time, we had a limited number of participants in each 
cell in our contingency table. Therefore we could only use a 2 (CST patterns) x 2 (strong 
versus weak MM) table (i.e., Fisher’s Exact Tests) to compare the two methods, rather 
than a 3 (CST patterns) x 2 (strong vs. weak MM) table (i.e., Chi-square tests) (Agresti, 
2013).  Nevertheless, the high specificity of using the force transducer and EMG to 
identify those “non-ipsilateral patterns” can be useful when clinicians wish to assign 
appropriate therapy or determine the side for brain stimulation therapy and when the 
devices are available.  
iii.          Inconsistency between TMS-probed and DTI-identified CST 
patterns 
Six children showed inconsistent findings when we probed the CST with two 
different methods: TMS and DTI (participants #2, 5, 7, 15, 20, 28).  Four children did not 
have TMS-evoked muscle responses from stimulating the lesioned M1, but DTI 
reconstruction showed presence of a contralateral CST (participants #2, 5, 7, 20, Table 2).  
Interestingly, two of these children changed their connectivity from ipsilateral projection 
to bilateral projections after intensive training (participants #2, 7).  While it is uncommon 
for the brain organization to change in this short period of time, it is possible that this 
change in the CST connectivity reflects the changes in the cortical excitability after 
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intensive hand training.  The intensity to elicit a muscle response is usually high in 
children (Garvey & Mall, 2008; Rajapakse & Kirton, 2013).  These two children 
(participants #2, 7) may have lowered the resting motor threshold in the more-affected 
M1 after training (i.e., increased the cortical excitability), which enabled the anatomically 
present contralateral CST to become “active” after training when stimulating with the 
same intensity of the TMS machine output.  Whereas the functionality of these 
contralateral CST is unknown, the presence of contralateral CST detected by DTI 
tractography in these four children may elucidate some of the low behavioral MM scores 
(see Table 2, behavioral MM scores in the more-affected hand are 0 in participants #7, 
#20).   
Two children (participants #15 and #28) showed bilateral connections as probed 
by TMS, yet they did not show a contralateral tract as measured by DTI.  Our methods of 
DTI tractography strictly excluded those tracts not going through the cerebral peduncles 
as that was our region of interest (ROI) (Thomas et al., 2005).  It is possible that the 
stimulation evoked muscle responses through pathways other than the corticospinal tract 
due to the aberrant motor system organization after early brain lesion (e.g., rubrospinal 
tracts) (see paper in Appendix E for discussion).  In fact, participant #28 showed longer 
MEP onset latency (25.94ms) as compared to those in children with consistent TMS-
probed and DTI-assessed bilateral connectivity (21.14ms) when we examined the 
contralateral CST with TMS (lesioned M1 projects to the more-affected FDI).  It is 
possible that TMS activated indirect pathways projecting to the more-affected hand in 
participant #28 (more synapses), whereas our criteria of obtaining CST using DTI did not 
evaluate those indirect pathways.   
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Three children did not have MEP responses probed by TMS (#19, 24, 27). These 
children were relatively younger (6yrs 6 mos- 8yrs 4 mos) as compared to the remaining 
participants; their resting motor threshold could be higher.  Therefore the minimal 
electrical current that was needed to elicit a motor response could be over the maximal 
output of the TMS machine.  This is a limitation when we used TMS to probe the CST in 
children.  And this is where DTI assessment can be useful when an anatomically present 
CST cannot be identified by using TMS. 
In summary, TMS and DTI may measure distinctive features of the CST. TMS 
measures functionally active motor pathway (i.e., the functional integrity), whereas DTI 
measures anatomically present motor pathway (i.e., the structural integrity).  This may 
elucidate why TMS-derived connectivity correlated with clinical assessment (behavioral 
MM), whereas DTI-derived connectivity correlated with subclinical measures 
(involuntary GF oscillations and EMG) (see solid line in Figure 10).  In other words, 
behavioral MM assessment may provide us information on “functional connectivity” 
(probed by TMS), whereas involuntary GF oscillations and EMG-measured MM may 
provide us information on “structural connectivity” (assessed by DTI).   
iv.          Using Additive Measures of MM to predict CST 
Current results obtained from logistic regression models showed that the best 
fitted model was when we used the behavioral MM scores to predict TMS-probed CST, 
and the best predictor for DTI-assessed CST was the involuntary GF oscillations.  These 
findings are in line with those results obtained from Fisher’s exact tests.  Combining MM 
measures improved the model fit when we predicted the DTI-assessed connectivity 
(Figure 10).  This may result from that the three measures of MM detect distinctive 
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components of the corticospinal tracts, and that combining measures may increase the 
predictive strength.  Note that results from the logistic regression models are still 
preliminary as we had only 17 subjects with available GF oscillations data.  Figure 10 is 
still a working schematic diagram as our sample was limited.  
Figure 10. Schematic Diagram of Current Findings 
 
v.          Proposed Clinical Implications 
 Based on findings of the current study, we propose a preliminary clinical 
assessment flow chart (Figure 11).  While more clinical trials are still needed to 
understand the relationship between children’s responsiveness to intensive hand therapy 
or brain stimulation and the CST patterns, this proposed flow chart may be useful when 
researchers or clinicians intend to apply these treatment approaches without available 
devices to probe the CST connectivity in children with USCP.  For example, researchers 
may use the behavioral MM assessment (whole-hand opening/closing) as the first step to 
determine individual CST organization. Children with mirror movement scores ≥ 3 in the 
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more-affected hand would indicate they have at least an ipsilateral CST projection.  If the 
behavioral MM scores ≤ 2, further evaluation would be needed to distinguish their CST 
patterns by examining with force transducers.  Presence of involuntary GF oscillations (> 
0.3N) examined with force transducers would be indicative of an ipsilateral or bilateral 
CST connectivity.  Absence of involuntary oscillations (< 0.3N) would be indicative of a 
contralateral connectivity.  From there, depending on what treatment may be available 
(intensive hand therapies or brain stimulation therapies), researchers or clinicians can 
further determine the next logical step.  For example, intensive bimanual therapy may be 
a better treatment approach for children with ipsilateral connectivity (Friel et al., 2016).  
Meanwhile, brain stimulation on the contralesional M1 may be a better treatment 
approach for children with ipsilateral connectivity.  Note that the impact of CST 
organization on children’s responsiveness to intensive therapy is still under 
investigations.     
Figure 11. Proposed Clinical Assessment Flowchart 
 
vi.          Impact of Brain Lesion Type on the Amount of Mirror Movements 
 Our findings of relatively higher MM scores in children with periventricular 
lesion (PVL) as compared to those with cortical/subcortical lesions (C/SC) are similar to 
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a few studies.  Klingles et al. (2015) found this relationship only in MM in the more-
affected hand during hand opening/closing.  Whereas our results of higher MM scores in 
children with PVL than those with MCA are consistent with Klingles et al. (2015), this 
association was found in the less-affected hand in this study.  This is another significant 
finding when mirror movements were measured in the less-affected hand.  Whereas 
mirror movements in the less-affected hand were considered as “non-specific overflow” 
in Staudt et al. (2004), our results demonstrate that the timing of the lesion may also 
affect recovery processes of the CST controlling the less-affected hand.   
vii.          Direction of the Mirror Movements 
As mentioned briefly in the Introduction, the direction of the movement overflow 
has been controversial in the literature.  Our findings of higher behavioral mirror 
movements scores in the less-affected hand are consistent with a few studies (Klingels et 
al., 2015; Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000; Woods & Teuber, 1978).  We also found a 
significantly higher GF oscillations ratio (involuntary/voluntary) in the less-affected hand 
than in the more-affected hand. Recently, Klingles et al. (2015) showed more “clear 
mirror movements” (score≥ 2) in the less-affected hand.  In our study, the higher intensity 
of MM in the less-affected hand can possibly result from the underestimated intensity of 
MM in the more-affected hand, which was masked by spasticity.  
viii.         Lack of Changes after Three Weeks of Intervention 
Despite the intensity of hand training that children received (90 hrs over 3 weeks), 
the amount of mirror movements did not change after three weeks of intervention.  This 
is not surprising because our training was not designed to reduce the amount of mirror 
movements.  Furthermore, if mirror movements are an indicator of the brain corticospinal 
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organization as shown in our results, it is unlikely for mirror movements to change given 
that they are indicative of the CST connections and that CST organization does not 
change commonly.  Although we did have a few children who changed their CST 
connectivity immediately after intervention, as discussed earlier this change may be due 
to changes in the cortical excitability after intensive hand training rather than a structural 
change in the corticospinal system.  
There are two movement tasks showing a trend of increase in the behavioral MM 
scores in the less-affected hand after 3 weeks of intervention: finger opposition and finger 
individuation (Table 13, finger opposition, p=0.06, individuation, p= 0.1).  It is possible 
that this increase in the behavioral MM scores in the less-affected hand resulted from the 
improvements in dexterity in the more-affected hand after training.   
The grip force oscillations ratio (more-affected MM/less-affected voluntary) 
showed a trend of decrease after intervention.  To our knowledge, albeit not significant, 
this is the first study demonstrating a trend that intensive training, which was not 
focusing on reducing involuntary mirror movements, may potentially reduce a certain 
amount of mirror movements.  It is possible that our sample size underpowered the 
results (n=14).  The changes in the amount of MM after intensive training should be 
further explored in future studies. 
ix.          Temporal De-synchronization in the Grip Force Oscillations 
The latency between the two hands measured by GF oscillations was partially 
consistent with the findings in Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al. (2000). The consistency between 
their and our findings was that the mirroring grip force oscillations in the less-affected 
hand preceded under the condition when the more-affected hand was voluntarily pinching 
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(-32ms in their Table II, -14ms in Table 5 here).  It is possible that there are differential 
levels of intra-cortical inhibition modulating the more-affected hand and the less-
affected, which results in this time lag between the voluntary and involuntary 
movements.  Unfortunately, we did not test the intra-cortical inhibition modulating the 
less-affected hand.  In addition, we had only 14 subjects for this measure and the latency 
was variable among participants.  More research studying intra-cortical inhibition and/or 
facilitation and their effect on movement lateralization in children with USCP is needed 
to elucidate this de-synchronization between the two hands.  
x.          Relationship between Mirror Movements and Hand Function  
We did not find significant correlations between bimanual skills and the intensity 
of mirror movements as in Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al. (2000).  Yet the results of bimanual 
hand function (measured by AHA) from a third of our participants (n=11) are still not 
available.  Thus, we still cannot draw a conclusion on the impact of MM on bimanual 
function measured by the AHA as of now.  Nevertheless, MM appeared to disturb 
children’s goal performance, as moderate correlations were found between the behavioral 
MM scores in the less-affected hand and COPM (Figures 7A and 7B, finger individuation 
and COPM, r= -0.36; finger walking and COPM, r= -0.39).  Most of the goals are 
asymmetrical bimanual tasks (e.g., tying shoes, cutting paper with scissors, etc.).  It is 
possible that the symmetrical nature of mirror movements hampered functional goal 
performance.  The significant correlations we found between higher behavioral MM 
scores in the less-affected hand and unimanual dexterity measured by JTTHF may just 
reflect the better unimanual capacity in the more-affected hand to perform finger 
opposition and finger walking after training (i.e., children had better unimanual function 
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in the more-affected hand; more able to individuate their more-affected fingers, thus 
induced higher MM scores in the less-affected hand).  The asymmetry of the two 
corticospinal tracts had been shown to be a good predictor of unimanual capacity (Duque 
et al., 2003; Friel, Kuo, et al., 2014).  We conclude here that the initial severity of the 
corticospinal injury may better predict children’s unimanual capacity, and we showed 
that mirror movements hampered functional goal performance in this study.  
xi.          The amount of Mirror Movements is not Age-dependent in Children 
with USCP 
Our findings that the amount of MM was not age-dependent in children with 
USCP are consistent with several studies (e.g., Carr et al., 1993; Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 
2000).  This clearly distinguishes the differences between physiological MM and 
pathological MM and highlights different underlying mechanisms.  Decrease in the 
amount of physiological MM in typical development depicts the maturation of the 
transcallosal pathways (increase the inhibition of those unintentional ipsilateral 
movements) (Mayston et al., 1999).  The lack of significant associations between age and 
MM in this study suggested that the mechanisms underlying mirror movements are 
different in children with USCP and in typical development.  In our study, we cannot rule 
out the possibility that the ipsilateral cortical control of the more-affected hand and 
decreased interhemispheric inhibition (from contralesional to lesioned M1) may both 
contribute to the occurrence of mirror movements in children with a bilateral 
connectivity.  Further investigation using interhemispheric inhibition (IHI) or ipsilateral 
silent period (iSP) protocols to assess the inhibition capacity by using TMS may further 
elucidate the mechanism underlying MM in children with bilateral connectivity. 
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xii.          Limitations and Future Considerations 
 As the first study to compare the CST connectivity with mirror movements using 
a comprehensive battery of measures, we have a few limitations.  First, we did not control 
for voluntary grip force oscillations output.  This may affect the amplitude of the 
involuntary output as Todor and Lazarus (1986) reported in typically developing 
children.  Presumably, we could provide visual feedback for the amplitude of the 
voluntary GF output; however, it is challenging for children with USCP to control for a 
certain amount of force output, especially when pinching with the more-affected hand.  
The percentage of maximal voluntary contraction (% MVC) was not different between 
the two hands (p= 0.13), between the pre-test and the post-test (p> 0.15), and between the 
ipsilateral and the contralateral/bilateral groups (p= 0.06 in the less-affected hand, p=0.15 
in the more-affected hand).  Nevertheless, the uncontrolled voluntary GF oscillations 
amplitude (higher output in the ipsilateral group than that in the contralateral/bilateral 
group in either hand) may potentially account for certain variances between the ipsilateral 
and contralateral/bilateral groups, and this is our major limitation.   
 The second limitation was that we had a small number of subjects in the 
contralateral connectivity (n=4).  Although sample size calculation indicated that 18 
subjects would be sufficient for the grip force oscillations measure, the limited sample 
number in the contralateral connectivity may under-power the findings.  This is a similar 
issue as when we compared TMS-probed connectivity with behavioral MM scores.  As 
discussed earlier, the small number of participants also posed statistical challenges when 
we chose the statistical model (Fisher’s exact rather than a Chi-square test).  
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Nevertheless, this limitation is hard to control for because approximately 50% of children 
had an ipsilateral pattern (Lotze et al., 2009).   
 The third limitation is that we did not randomize the task order of the behavioral 
MM assessment.  It is possible that children showed less frequent MM in the last task 
(finger walking) due to fatigue.  
 Finally, we faced challenges when characterizing children with bilateral 
connectivity.  As discussed, MM in children with bilateral CST connections sometimes 
behaved more similarly as children with a contralateral pattern (i.e., behavioral MM 
assessment), and they sometimes behaved more similarly as those with an ipsilateral 
pattern (i.e., involuntary GF oscillations and EMG).  Although quantification of the 
cortical control of the more-affected UE was attempted (i.e., the Laterality Index), we 
only found trends rather than significant associations.  Future studies may use other 
methods for quantifying cortical control of the more-affected hand.  For example, 
researchers can take the amplitude of motor evoked potentials (MEP) obtained from 
stimulating both M1s into consideration.   
  In conclusion, we found mirror movements to be present (scores ≥1) in about 
70% in the more-affected hands when measured with whole hand opening and closing in 
children with USCP.  Similar incidence was found when MM was measured with the 
force transducer and EMG while children performed pinching with the less-affected hand 
(74%, 79% respectively).  Strong MM (scores ≥ 3) in the more-affected hand assessed by 
hand opening/closing were associated with the TMS-probed CST connectivity.  Force 
transducer measured MM in the less-affected hand and EMG-measured MM were 
significant associated with DTI-assessed connectivity.  Brain lesion type may affect the 
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intensity of MM.  Meanwhile, the amount of MM did not change after 3-weeks of 
intensive hand therapy.  The associations revealed in this study may help researchers and 
clinicians understand the relationship between the CST connectivity and its behavioral 
manifestation (mirror movements) in children with USCP. Such information may further 
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Table 1. A 2x2 contingency table summarizing TMS-identified CST connectivity and 
motor performance scores (Woods & Teuber, 1978) of the mirror movements. 
 
MM scores 3-4* MM scores 0-2 
  TMS-identified ipsilateral 
connectivity 3 2 
  
TMS-identified contralateral or 
bilateral connectivity 1 5 




Table 2. A 2x2 contingency table summarizing TMS-identified connectivity and force 
amplitude of the mirror movements. 
 
GF >0.3N* GF <0.3N 
  TMS-identified ipsilateral 
connectivity 4 0 
  
TMS-identified contralateral or 
bilateral connectivity 2 4 
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      APPENDIX B 
Table. Regression and correlations between Behavioral Scores, Grip Force Oscillations, and Functional 
Improvements after Intervention 





  F ra F ra F ra F ra 
More-affected hand 
          Hand Opening/closing 2.05 -0.21 0.45 0.09 0.08 -0.12 0.004 -0.07 
   Finger-thumb Opposition 0.61 -0.04 0.51 0.09 <0.01 -0.06 0.17 0.11 
   Finger Individuation 0.01 0.12 0.02 -0.02 1.37 -0.22 0.07 -0.01 
   Fingers Walking 1.69 0.41 1.67 -0.18 3.26 -0.27 0.01 0.02 
Less-affected hand 
          Hand Opening/closing 0.12 -0.22 1.3 0.08 0.12 -0.12 0.004 -0.03 
   Finger-thumb Opposition 0.29 0.07 0.91 0.14 0.06 -0.06 0.22 -0.03 
   Finger Individuation 0.09 0.02 1.73 0.15 0.28 0.03 <0.001 <0.01 
   Fingers Walking 0.03 0.11 4.21* 0.35 0.18 0.1 0.06 0.12 
More-affected hand 
         GF amplitude 0.26 -0.17 3.58 0.4 2.07 0.31 0.15 0.087 




      GF amplitude 2.02 -0.43 2.72 0.35 2 0.31 1.42 0.26 
  Ratio (I/V) 2.65 -0.48 0.59 0.17 1.27 0.25 1.6 0.28 
a: Pearson correlation coefficient was performed for GF data and improvements, Spearman's rho was performed 
for behavioral MM scores. 
  




 I.  Introduction 
 Successful performance of motor tasks requires not only proper movement planning and 
execution, but also the capacity of inhibiting unnecessary and involuntary movements (Lazarus 
& Todor, 1991).  Mirror movements are defined as unintentional imitation or copy of voluntary 
movement of the contralateral limb (Woods & Teuber, 1978).  Conceivably, it could negatively 
impact effective performance of asymmetrical bimanual activities (e.g., typing or unscrewing a 
bottle cap).  Early studies in children with unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP) focused on 
studying the quality of mirror movements and its relationship with the timing of the brain lesion 
(Woods & Teuber, 1978), the relationship between the degree of mirror movements and 
corticospinal reorganization (Carr, Harrison, Evans, & Stephens, 1993; Farmer, Harrison, 
Ingram, & Stephens, 1991), or aimed to quantify mirror movements using objective 
measurement such as force transducers (Kuhtz-Buschbeck, Sundholm, Eliasson, & Forssberg, 
2000).  These studies probed into the pathological mechanisms underlying mirror movements or 
sought to quantify mirror movements in children with early brain injury.  Only until recently 
have there been studies investigating the impact of mirror movements on functional bimanual 
activities (Adler, Berweck, Lidzba, Becher, & Staudt, 2015; Islam, Gordon, Skold, Forssberg, & 
Eliasson, 2011; Klingels et al., 2015; Sukal-Moulton, Murray, & Dewald, 2013).  In this review, 
I aim to first discuss two possible neurophysiological mechanisms of mirror movements, and 
then review studies focusing on the functional impact of mirror movements on unimanual and 
bimanual hand function.  Finally, I will also discuss how the studies thus far may inform 
researchers and clinicians on therapeutic considerations for children with USCP.  
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 II. Neurophysiological Mechanism of Mirror Movements 
 Two primary neurophysiological mechanisms have been proposed thus far in the 
literature to elucidate mirror movements in children with CP: a) an ipsilateral corticospinal tract 
(CST) projecting from the less-affected motor cortex (M1) to both upper extremities (UEs) (Carr 
et al., 1993; Farmer et al., 1991), and (b) co-activation of bilateral M1 resulting from deficiency 
of interhemispheric inhibition (IHI) (Koerte et al., 2011). These mechanisms are discussed in 
detail below.   
 An ipsilateral corticospinal pathway projecting to bilateral upper extremities (UEs) serves 
as the primary neurophysiological mechanism underlying the occurrence of mirror movements in 
children USCP.  In their seminal study, Carr and his colleagues (1993) used Transcranial 
Magnetic Stimulation (TMS), electromyography (EMG), and cutaneomuscular reflexes to study 
the pattern of corticospinal tract reorganization and hand function outcome, including mirror 
movements.  Their Group A consisted of patients with USCP with intense mirror movements 
(score 3 or 4 on a 0-4 scale, Woods & Teuber, 1978).  The physiological findings probed by 
TMS (bilateral MEP responses from stimulating the unaffected M1), significant cross-correlation 
analysis from bilateral muscle recordings (which indicates presence of common descending 
motor volley to homologous FDIs), and concurrent cutaneomuscular reflex recordings from both 
hands (when stimulating the unaffected hand) all suggested that a branched ipsilateral CST 
innervating homologous hand muscles may underlie the presence of strong mirror movements in 
this group of patients (same EMG findings in Farmer et al., 1991). The rest of the participants (a 
combination of congenital or acquired brain injury) did not have this intensity of mirror 
movements (scores 0-2); nor did the neurophysiological findings demonstrate a branched 
ipsilateral pathway (no concurrent findings from homologous EMG or nerve reflexes).  This 
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relationship between a branched ipsilateral motor pathway and bilateral upper extremity 
projections in early developmental processes was demonstrated in a feline model of USCP (Friel 
& Martin, 2007; Martin & Lee, 1999), and was further demonstrated in several 
neurophysiological studies in children with USCP probed by TMS (Eyre et al., 2007; Eyre et al., 
2001; Staudt et al., 2004).  
It was showed that the CST development is driven by activity-dependent competition 
(Friel & Martin, 2007; Martin & Lee, 1999) and motor experience (Martin et al., 2004) in the 
feline model of USCP.  Perinatal brain injury in this model disrupts typical development of 
axonal connections.  Projections from the injured M1 lose their competitive equality with the 
opposite M1.  In contrast, projections from the undamaged M1 secure a competitive advantage 
over the injured M1.  The axons projecting from the damaged M1 grow sparsely and have an 
aberrant distribution (synapsed with neurons in the dorsal zone in the gray matter, rather than at a 
typical intermediate zone), whereas the axons projecting from the undamaged M1 make 
functional connections with bilateral spinal cord gray matter.  In a recent study, Serradj et al. 
(2014) showed that an ipsilateral projection and a common cortical origin for both forelimbs may 
result in atypical bilateral movements during exploratory behaviors in EphA4 (spinal cord 
midline axon repellent protein) knockout mice.  This study creates as a great animal model for 
studying mirror movements in children with unilateral brain injury. 
The mechanism underlying animal model of USCP described above delineates the CS 
reorganization processes in some children with USCP.  By using TMS, Eyre and her colleagues 
(2001) showed that at ~6 months of age, stimulating the less-affected M1 in children with USCP 
often elicits motor evoked potentials (MEPs) on both UEs.  Stimulating the more-affected M1 
with TMS often elicits contralateral MEP with decreased amplitude or no MEP responses.  By 24 
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months in children with USCP, probing the less-affected M1 induced bilateral MEPs with similar 
onset latencies, whereas stimulating the more-affected M1 induced no MEP responses.  
Approximately 50% of children with USCP have their more-affected UE controlled only by the 
ipsilateral CST projecting from the less-affected M1 (Lotze et al., 2009).  Similar in 
methodology, Staudt and his colleagues showed that an ipsilateral CST reorganization may be 
associated with the presence of mirror movements (Staudt et al., 2004; Staudt et al., 2002).  A 
refined hypothesis for this relationship by this group (Staudt et al., 2004) suggested that only 
mirror movements in the more-affected hand appeared to be a clinical sign of an ipsilateral 
pathway; whereas mirror movements in the less-affected hand may be found in children with all 
types of CST reorganizations (ipsilateral, contralateral, or bilateral).  The direction of the 
movement overflow is more evident in the more- or less-affected hand is still controversial and 
may be sensitive to methodology (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000; Staudt et al., 2004; Woods & 
Teuber, 1978). However an ipsilateral cortical origin innervating both UEs is a common 
mechanism discussed in the above studies. 
A second potential hypothesis for the mechanism of mirror movements— co-activation 
of bilateral M1s— has been shown in physiological mirror movements in typically developing 
children (Mayston, Harrison, & Stephens, 1999), congenital mirror movements (Cohen et al., 
1991), and in children with bilateral spastic cerebral palsy (CP) (Koerte et al., 2011).  
Physiological mirror movements are present in typically developing (TD) children and decline 
by ~ 8 years of age (Connolly & Stratton, 1968; Mayston et al., 1999; Wolff, Gunnoe, & Cohen, 
1983).  Mayston and her colleagues (1999) studied the mechanism of physiological mirror 
movements by means of EMG, cutaneomuscular reflexes, and TMS.  Their results with no 
significant EMG cross-correlation analysis during bilateral fingers contraction rejected the 
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hypothesis that a common motor input is linked with the occurrence of mirror movements in TD 
children.  Rather, the increased cortical activation in the M1 contralateral to the mirroring hand 
during voluntary index finger abduction of the opposite hand (measured by cutaneomuscular 
reflexes) and variable IHI findings (mostly lack of interhemispheric inhibition) in children 
suggested that bilateral M1s may be both active during unilateral movements.  A limitation of 
this study is that the authors did not examine the cortical control of either hand (i.e., corticospinal 
connectivity) by using TMS.  Therefore, they could not reject the possibility that both 
insufficient interhemispheric inhibition and a common ipsilateral motor representation may 
concurrently underlie physiological mirror movements in development.  More recently, Koerte 
and her colleagues (2011) investigated mirror movements (measured by both behavioral testing 
and force testing), the interhemispheric inhibitory competence (measured by ipsilateral silent 
period, iSP, using TMS), and fiber tractography (measured by Diffusion Tensor Imaging, DTI) 
of the transcallosal and corticospinal pathways in children with bilateral spastic CP and healthy 
TD children.  Although this is a small-scaled study (n=7 in bilateral spastic CP; n=12 in controls) 
and the difference in the iSP between the two groups did not reach statistical significance, they 
concluded that the decreased fiber integrity in the transcallosal pathways (but not the CST) and 
the weaker interhemispheric inhibition may possibly cause the increased intensity of mirror 
movements in children with bilateral CP.  It is important to note that the underlying mechanism 
for the occurrence of mirror movements could be different in different subtypes of CP, however. 
These two possible neurophysiological mechanisms may explain the presence or the 
intensity of mirror movements in children with USCP.  Thus far, most studies of children with 
USCP favored the first hypothesis that an ipsilateral CST projection may be the 
pathophysiological origin for the occurrence of mirror movements.  Future studies using a 
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combination of neuroimaging (such as DTI) and quantitative measurement (e.g., using a force 
transducer) may delve further into the anatomical structures of CST and its relationship with the 
intensity of mirror movements.  
 III. Functional impact of mirror movements in children with unilateral spastic 
cerebral palsy 
 It has been demonstrated that patients with mirror movements in the non-affected hand 
have worse hand function than those without (measured by Fugel-Meyer) in the adult stroke 
population, and the presence of mirror movements has been suggested to be associated with the 
processes of the neuroplastic recovery after stroke (Nelles, Cramer, Schaechter, Kaplan, & 
Finklestein, 1998).  The incidence of mirror movements might not only reflect the motor system 
reorganization, but the behavioral manifestation in itself may also affect functional performance 
in USCP.  I will discuss studies investigating the functional impact of mirror movements in 
children with USCP below. 
The study by Kuhtz-Buschbeck and his colleagues (2000) suggested that mirror 
movements may disturb bimanual functional skills.  They found significant correlations between 
the amount of mirror movements in either the more-affected or the less-affected hand (measured 
with force transducers) and the scores of bimanual function (measured by 6 bimanual tasks 
including carrying a tray, opening a bottle, cutting a sausage with a knife, holding and cutting 
paper with scissors, buttoning, and tying a knot; total scores range from 0-18).  Of course this 
does not mean causation.  In addition, for participants with very mild amplitude of mirror 
activity in that study, the distribution of the bimanual scores appears highly variable (scores 
ranged from 8-18 points for those children with mirror activity close to 0).  Therefore, it is 
possible that other factors also contribute to the performance of those bimanual activities. 
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Islam and his colleagues (2011) were the first to directly test the impact of mirror 
movements on an asymmetric bimanual task in children with USCP.  Participants were instructed 
to perform two tasks: 1) held grip devices in both hands and then placed the smaller device on 
top of the bigger device, and 2) held devices in both hands and then compressed a device with 
one hand repeatedly.  Results from the first task showed that temporal coordination of bimanual 
grip force (GF) coordination was impaired in children with USCP as compared to TD children.  
Specifically, USCP decreased their GF in the releasing hand prior to an increase of GF in the 
holding hand, and the magnitude of GF increase in the holding hand in children with USCP was 
significantly smaller than that in TD children.  Findings from the second task showed that there 
was only one subject (out of two with strong mirror movements that they conducted analysis for) 
decreased slightly in the grip force (GF) of the holding hand immediately after the decrease in 
the GF of the releasing hand.  They concluded that there was insufficient impact of the presence 
of mirror movements on grip force modulation during the task.  However, note that the primary 
goal for the study was to investigate the coordination of fingertip forces during the first bimanual 
task.  Participants in their study were required to be able to perform the task successfully, and 
this criterion may have excluded those children with stronger mirror activities.  Researchers 
should be cautious that the conclusion of this study that the presence of mirror movements 
having insufficient impact on force modulation could only be applied to that specific task and 
participant sample.  
 The study by Adler and her colleagues (2015) was the first study to directly investigate 
the impact of mirror movements on several hand function outcome measures.  They showed that 
mirror movements have negative impact on the speed component of a new assessment developed 
in the study, Bimanual Activities Negatively Influenced by Mirror Movements (BANIMM).  
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This test assessed the time to complete five bimanual activities, including opening a chocolate 
bar, poking a straw into a drinking package, unwrapping a piece of candy, opening a bag of 
chips, and twisting off a cap of a full plastic bottle.  These items were selected from findings of 
score differences on a questionnaire inquiring the speed and quality of children’s performance on 
33 activities of daily living (ADL) between children with and without mirror movements.  Those 
five items were selected based on the magnitude of Z-score differences and easiness to measure 
the end of each task.  Results from a multivariate analysis statistical model showed that mirror 
movements have significant negative impact on the time to complete the BANIMM, as well as a 
trend of a negative impact of mirror movements on the bimanual hand function scores measured 
by Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA). This study was the first to compare children with and 
without mirror movements using a timed functional measure.  They were able to show that 
children with mirror movement demonstrated worse bimanual function (slower in the time to 
complete the BANIMM) than those without mirror movements.  Future studies using 
quantitative measures of mirror movements (e.g., force transducers and/or EMG) may adopt 
similar statistical models to systematically examine the relationship between the amplitude or 
scale of mirror movements and its impact on hand function.   
 Klingles and colleagues (2015) investigated 78 children with USCP on how mirror 
movements may be correlated with children’s hand function and brain lesion type.  They found 
stronger mirror movements in the less-affected hand while performing fist opening/clenching 
(measured by Woods & Teuber criteria) were slightly to moderately correlated with worse 
muscle strength (measured by wrist strength, r= -0.35), worse unimanual dexterity (measured by 
Jebsen Taylor Test of Hand Function,  r= 0.4), and worse bimanual hand function (measured by 
Assisting Hand Assessment, r= -0.4).   In addition, more mirror movements in the more-affected 
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hand while fist opening/clenching were found in children with brain malformation and 
periventricular lesion, as compared to those having cortical-subcortical, and postnatally acquired 
brain lesions.  Specifically, children with earlier brain lesion showed more intensive mirror 
movements.  This study is the first to explore mirror movements and its relationship with hand 
function using an exhaustive list of assessments, including muscle strength, muscle tone, and 
standardized hand function measures.  A major limitation of this study is its lack of using TMS 
to identify the CST organization, as a large component of the discussion was focused on the 
relationship between lesion time and CST reorganization.  The impact of lesion time on the 
occurrence of mirror movements was already demonstrated by Woods and Teuber (1978) and 
Sukal-Moulton et al. (2013), and the relationship between lesion type (which implies lesion time) 
and the CST organization was previously demonstrated by Staudt et al. (2002).  The correlations 
between mirror movements in the less-affected hand and hand function at different ICF levels 
(body and activity levels) reported in this study further supports the notion that mirror 
movements may negatively impact hand function in children with USCP.  
IV. Conclusions and Future Considerations 
In summary, two neurophysiological mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the 
occurrence of mirror movements: a) an ipsilateral CST projecting from the less-affected M1 that 
innervates bilateral UEs, and b) insufficient interhemispheric inhibition between the two M1s.  
The first hypothesis has more support in the literature in children with USCP (Carr et al., 1993; 
Farmer et al., 1991; Staudt et al., 2004) and is also supported by animal model of CP studies 
(Friel & Martin, 2007; Martin & Lee, 1999; Serradj et al., 2014).  
Earlier studies focused on examining the relationship between CST and mirror 
movements and quantifying mirror movements using different measures, such as behavioral 
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measure (Woods & Teuber, 1978) and EMG (Carr et al., 1993; Farmer et al., 1991).  They also 
aimed to establish the relationship among corticospinal tract reorganization, the timing of brain 
injury, and performance of mirror movements.  They found that children with strong mirror 
movements had a branched ipsilateral CST (Carr et al., 1993), and the timing of brain injury 
would affect the intensity of mirror movements (Woods & Teuber, 1978).  Recent studies sought 
to investigate the impact of mirror movements on either unimanual or bimanual hand function.  
Thus far, the reviewed studies showed negative impact of mirror movements on both unimanual 
and bimanual hand function measured with force transducers during task performance (Islam et 
al., 2011; Sukal-Moulton et al., 2013), and by performing correlation (Klingels et al., 2015; 
Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000) and multivariate analyses (Adler et al., 2015).   
It was already shown that children could suppress mirror movements (suppressed to 35% 
of baseline level in the less-affected hand; 50% of baseline level in the more-affected hand) 
when they paid attention to the involuntary output (showed as visual signals), although force 
output was also reduced in the voluntary hand (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2000).  If mirror 
movements indeed have negative functional impact as suggested by the reviewed studies, the 
next logical step would be to search for an appropriate treatment for reducing it without 
sacrificing the function of the voluntary hand.  As the amount of mirror movements might be 
specific to outcome measures, future studies should consider using comprehensive measures, 
including TMS, DTI, EMG, force transducers, and clinical testing (such as motor tasks in Woods 
and Teuber, 1978) to thoroughly investigate the occurrence and the amplitude of mirror 
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Aim: The aim of this study was to determine whether diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can be an 
accurate assessment for identifying the corticospinal tract (CST) projecting from the more-
affected motor cortex in children with unilateral spastic cerebral palsy (USCP).  Method: Twenty 
children with USCP participated in this study (16 males, 4 females; mean age= 9y, 2mo (SD= 
3y, 2mo), MACS level= I-III).  We used DTI tractography to reconstruct the CST projecting 
from the more-affected motor cortex (M1). We mapped the motor representation of the more-
affected hand by stimulating the more- and the less-affected M1 measured with single-pulse 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). We then verified the presence or absence of the 
contralateral CST by comparing the TMS map and DTI tractography.  Fisher’s exact test was 
used to determine the consistency between findings of TMS and DTI.  Results: DTI tractography 
successfully identified the CST controlling the more-affected hand (sensitivity=82%, 
specificity=78%).  Interpretation: Contralateral CST projecting from the lesioned M1 assessed 
by DTI is consistent with findings of TMS mapping.  Since CST connectivity may be predictive 
of response to certain upper extremity treatments, DTI-identified CST connectivity may 
potentially be valuable for determining such connectivity where TMS is unavailable or 
inadvisable for children with seizures. 
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What this paper adds: 
• DTI can be used to accurately identify CST projections from the lesioned M1 in children 
with USCP 
• DTI potentially increases availability of methods to determine CST organization in 
children with USCP. 
 
 
Running foot: DTI in children with hemiplegia  
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Cerebral palsy (CP) is the most common cause of motor deficits in children.  Unilateral 
spastic cerebral palsy (USCP), the most common subtype of CP,1 is characterized by motor 
deficits lateralized to one side of the body.  Studies using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
showed that the etiology may include middle cerebral artery occlusion or hemorrhage, hypoxic-
ischemic encephalopathy, brain malformation, and periventricular leukomalacia.2, 3  USCP may 
also result from other causes of brain abnormality, such as prematurity4 or sinovenous 
thrombosis5.  Damage can affect the cerebral cortex, subcortical structures,3, 4 and the descending 
corticospinal tract (CST).6, 7  The CST is the primary motor pathway descending from the motor 
cortex (M1) innervating muscles controlling skilled voluntary movement.6, 7 
In typical developing infants, the CST axons project bilaterally from M1 to the spinal cord 
prenatally.8  Throughout the first 6 months of life, the ipsilateral CST is pruned, reinforcing the 
crossed contralateral CST sprouting into the spinal cord.  A typical contralateral CST connection 
is established by 1-2 years of age.8-10  Perinatal brain injury can disrupt this typical course of 
activity-dependent refinement.  In children with USCP, damage to the more-affected M1 
weakens the contralateral/crossed projection.11  The ipsilateral CST projecting from the less-
affected M1 is hence strengthened.8, 9  Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) can be used to 
assess this cortical control of the upper extremity (UE).8, 9, 12 Approximately fifty percent of 
children with USCP have their more-affected UE controlled by the ipsilateral CST.13 
Consequently, the less-affected M1 controls bilateral movements whereas the more-affected M1 
controls no movement in these children. Stimulating the less-affected M1 with TMS in this 
group of children with USCP often elicits muscle responses on both UEs, while no responses are 
observed when stimulating the more-affected M1.8 
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Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT) has been shown to improve hand function 
and can produce long-term improvements in children with USCP.14, 15  However, it is costly 
(thousands of dollars per child) and time consuming (60-90 hours).16  It is therefore imperative to 
target CIMT to children who are most likely to benefit.  CST connectivity or “rewiring” (i.e., 
which M1 controls the more-affected UE) in children with USCP may be used as a biomarker to 
stratify patients before prescribing particular therapies.17  Kuhnke and colleagues13 demonstrated 
that children with an ipsilateral CST (absence of a contralateral CST) responded less than 
children with a preserved contralateral CST in the speed component of the Wolf Motor Function 
Test after CIMT.  A recent review proposed using individual CST rewiring as a method to 
predict hand function and treatment outcome in children with USCP.17  These studies suggested 
CST connectivity should be carefully examined for targeting treatments based on individual 
pathology.   TMS is a traditional neurophysiological method to examine CST connectivity and 
its function in children with USCP.8, 9, 12  Unfortunately, TMS poses a risk in children with 
seizure disorder, a highly concomitant disorder (35%) in children with CP.1  DTI tractography is 
a neuroimaging method of reconstructing white matter tracts and allowing further investigation 
of pathway integrity.18-20  The benefit of using DTI to assess a preserved contralateral CST is that 
it typically takes a short period of time to administer (~10 minutes) and does not pose a risk to 
children with seizure disorders.  The aim of this study was to investigate whether DTI can be an 
accurate assessment to identify the presence or absence of a contralateral CST in children with 
USCP.  We hypothesized that DTI can be an accurate assessment for identifying the contralateral 
CST projecting from the more-affected M1 to the more-affected UE. 
 
 




We recruited participants from our website (www.tc.edu/centers/cit/), ClinicalTrials.gov 
(NCT00305006), and online support groups. Participants were a convenience sample 
participating in our clinical trials.21  The inclusion criteria for the parent trial were established 
based on our prior trials14: 1) diagnosed with congenital USCP, 2) the ability to lift the more-
affected arm 15 cm above a table surface and grasp light objects, 3) mainstreamed in school, 4) the 
ability to follow instructions during screening and complete the physical examination.  Exclusion 
criteria of the parent study included: 1) health problems unassociated with CP, 2)  current/untreated 
seizures, 3) visual problems, 4) severe spasticity at any joint (Modified Ashworth score >3.5), 5) 
orthopedic surgery on the more-affected UE within the previous year, and 6) botulinum toxin 
therapy in the UE within the last six months. Children who met the following additional criteria 
were recruited for this study: 1) aged between 6-17 years, 2) ability to comply with TMS and 
MRI procedures.  Additional exclusion criteria were: 1) history of seizures after 2-years-old, 2) 
non-removable metallic objects in the body, 3) claustrophobia, and 4) family history of epilepsy. 
Informed assent/consent was obtained from all participants and their caregivers.  The study was 
approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Teachers College, Columbia University, the New 
York State Psychiatric Institute, and Burke Medical Research Institute. 
 
Procedures 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Protocols 
Each child received a structural MRI scan and a DTI scan (in the same session).  The 
structural scan was used in the TMS experiment to co-register stimulation sites with brain 
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landmarks, using a stereotaxic system (Brainsight, Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada).  The 
structural scan was also used for examining lesion location.22  The DTI scan was used to 
reconstruct the CST and to obtain fiber characteristics. 
T1-weighted MRI was performed on a 3T scanner (Philips, Netherlands) in the Columbia 
University Medical Center.  Children were positioned head-first supine.  For the structural scan, 
165 slices were taken at the resolution of 256x256 pixels.  For the DTI scan, 75 slices were taken 
at the resolution of 112x112 pixels.  An echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used (TR= 




We used DTI Studio (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD) to reconstruct the 
contralateral CST of the more-affected UE. We first created an image to mask the background 
noise at the threshold of 30dB, by using standard linear-regression for tensor calculation.  We 
then excluded noisy images containing movement artifacts for every child by visually inspecting 
the original images using the Apparent Diffusion Constant (ADC) function.23  An average of 457 
slices (SD= 192, 11.1% of the number of images taken for each child) were excluded.  We used 
Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking (FACT) method for fiber reconstruction.  Fiber 
tracking started with the Fractional Anisotropy  >0.3 and stopped with the FA<0.25 or if tract 
turning angle >70º. 
We placed the first seed  at pre- and post-central gyri of the more-affected hemisphere (a 
circular region of interest (ROI), 25cm2, centered at the central fissure) to reconstruct the 
contralateral CST on the DTI color map (same size/location for each child, Figure1A1, “OR” 
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function in DTI Studio).24  The size of this ROI was determined based on our recent findings 25.  
The seeded slice was always in the axial plane (average= 12.4 slices, SD= 2.1 slices below the 
first axial slice that showed visible cortex), examined in a cranial-caudal direction.  Since central 
fissure was not always easily identified on a DTI color map of the lesioned M1, we cross-
referenced with the FA map for precisely localizing the seed.  An example of the obtained fiber 
after seeding the first ROI can be found in Figure1B1.  Then we placed a second seed at the 
pyramidal tract at the lower pons level on the more-affected side (see Figure1A2, an anterior 
blue-coded area where the CST typically passes through, “AND” function in DTI Studio).6, 24, 26  
An example of DTI tractography result after combining the two seeds can be found in 
Figure1B2.  Our criteria strictly excluded fibers that do not pertain to a “conventional” CST. 
This first tractography approach was independent of TMS findings. 
 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation Motor Mapping 
TMS experiments were conducted at the New York State Psychiatric Institute.  We used 
single pulse TMS (Magstim 200 stimulator, 70 mm figure-of-eight coil) to assess the cortical 
control of the more-affected UE. Frameless stereotaxy (Brainsight, Rogue Research, Montreal, 
Canada) allowed for on-line tracking of the position of the TMS coil relative to a child’s MRI.  
We used an electromyography (EMG) recording system (Brainvision, Morrisville, NC) during 
TMS stimulation for simultaneously recording bilateral muscle responses using surface 
electrodes over the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and flexor carpi radialis (FCR) muscles.7  We 
mapped the motor representation of the more-affected FDI and FCR by probing the more- and 
the less-affected M1 (as in Figure 2).  Details of TMS mapping procedures are presented in 
Online Only materials. 
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TMS Data Analysis 
TMS-induced EMG data were imported into MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA).  A 
MATLAB script was written to measure the MEP amplitude for each muscle.  Investigators 
identified the onset and offset of the MEP.  For each grid point in the map, the average MEP 
strength was calculated.  Each grid point was categorized as a digit (FDI), wrist (FCR), or a 
combination of the two muscles by the presence or absence of an MEP at that site.  
 
CST Fiber Characteristics Assessed by DTI 
We obtained CST fiber characteristics by using a second approach (independent of the first 
approach). We first seeded at TMS-derived motor area on the DTI color map. We then excluded 
fibers that do not pertain to the CSTs (e.g., fibers passing through corpus callosum, cerebellum, 
and medial lemniscus at the pons). This second approach allowed us to obtain fiber 
characteristics more precisely by using individual motor maps. Figure 2 shows examples of using 




We used SPSS (version 19, IBM, NY, USA) for statistical analysis. Two-sided Fisher’s 
Exact Test was used to determine the consistency of TMS and the first DTI tractography 
approach for determining the presence or absence of a contralateral CST.  We calculated the 
sensitivity and specificity of using DTI as an assessment to identify the contralateral CST.  We 
used paired t-tests to determine if the DTI measures of the more-affected CST were significantly 
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different from those of the less-affected CST.  P-values <0.05 were considered statistically 
significant for the study. 
 
RESULTS 
Twenty children with USCP (age range= 6y,1mo-17y,1mo, mean age= 9y, 2mo, SD= 3y, 
2mo) who met inclusion criteria participated in the study.  Clinical characteristics of all 
participants are summarized in Table I. In addition, we show the stratification of participants by 
TMS-identified connectivity: 9 children (45%) had CST projecting from the less-affected M1 
(ipsilateral connectivity), 2 children (10%) had CST projecting from the more-affected M1 
(contralateral connectivity), and 9 children (45%) had CST projecting from both M1s (bilateral 
connectivity). 
 
DTI is an accurate assessment of contralateral CST connectivity 
Table II summarizes the consistency between the two methods under study: TMS vs. DTI.  
Each participant was categorized into one of the four categories by verifying whether there were 
TMS-derived muscle responses by probing the more-affected M1, and by examining the 
presence or absence of the CST projecting from the more-affected M1 using DTI tractography.  
Fisher’s Exact Test showed that DTI is an accurate assessment of CST connectivity (p=0.02). 
When using TMS as the standardized assessment, the sensitivity of using DTI for assessing CST 
connectivity was 81.8%, and the specificity was 77.8%.  Two participants with bilateral 
connectivity (examined by TMS) showed discrepancy between the two methods in their 
contralateral CST (Table II, upper right cell, TMS “yes”, DTI “no”).  Stimulating the more-
affected M1 using TMS-induced motor evoked potentials (MEP) in the more-affected UE in 
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these two participants.  However, their CST passed through the medial lemniscus at the pons 
after we placed the first seed on the M1 (see figure in Online Only Material).24, 26 Therefore we 
considered these as tracts other than the CST for these two participants. Two other participants 
did not have a TMS-evoked MEP from stimulating the more-affected M1, yet a visible CST 
projecting from the more-affected M1 was visible (Table II, TMS “no”, DTI “yes”).   
 
Integrity of the more-affected CST is compromised  
We investigated the differences in CST fiber integrity between the more- and less-affected 
sides in children with bilateral connectivity using the second tractography approach. Significant 
differences between bilateral tracts could provide neuroanatomical evidence of a compromised 
CST descending from the more-affected M1 in the mild to moderate form of children with USCP 
in this study (MACS level I-III).  The DTI measures of nine children with bilateral connectivity 
were used to investigate this comparison.  The DTI measures examined included FA, fiber 
volumes (mean number of fibers/voxel), Radial Diffusivity (DR, (λ2+λ3)/2)), and Mean 
Diffusivity (MD, (λ1+λ2+λ3)/3)) (Table III).  Two-tailed paired t-tests demonstrated that the 
DTI measures of the more-affected CST were significantly different from those of the less-
affected CST.  Specifically, the values of the ipsilateral FA and volume were higher (indicating 
better integrity) than those of the contralateral side (p<0.01).  In addition, the ipsilateral DR and 
MD were lower than those of the contralateral side (both p<0.01).  
 
DISCUSSION 
DTI Tractography can Identify the Contralateral CST in USCP 
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The primary aim of this study was to investigate whether DTI tractography can accurately 
and independently identify a preserved contralateral CST in children with USCP.  Identifying the 
presence/absence of a contralateral CST controlling the more-affected UE may help in clinical 
decision making regarding treatment outcome and determining the location for brain stimulation 
treatments (e.g., stimulating the more-affected M1 for children with a preserved contralateral 
CST; stimulating the less-affected M1 for the absence of a contralateral CST).  Compared to the 
findings of TMS mapping, DTI tractography is sensitive (81.8%) and specific (77.8%) to identify 
the contralateral CST in children with USCP.  Although two DTI tractography approaches were 
used, we compared findings of TMS mapping with the presence/absence of the contralateral CST 
derived from the first approach. Our finding of the consistency between the two methods 
suggests that DTI can be used to assess a contralateral CST, especially for children who cannot 
receive TMS.  We propose that DTI tractography can be used clinically as a tool for determining 
the CST connectivity in children with USCP. 
Two participants (bilateral connectivity measured by TMS) showed inconsistency between 
DTI and TMS in the contralateral CST (Table II, TMS “yes”, DTI “no”).  DTI tractography 
showed that these fibers originating from the more-affected M1 passed through the medial 
lemniscus, but not the anterior pyramidal tract at the lower pons.24 The clinical characteristics of 
these two cases cannot explain their disorganized CST (case 1: age= 8y11mo, MACS= level III, 
lesion type= cortical/subcortical, case 2: age= 17y1mo, MACS= level II, lesion type= 
cortical/subcortical).  Nor did their TMS results show any discrepancy in MEP onset latency as 
compared to other children with bilateral connectivity (independent t-test, t= 0.05, p= 0.966).  
The inconsistency between TMS and DTI in these two participants suggests that reorganization 
in the motor system may be variable and not always be measured by a single method.  An 
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example case showing incongruence of TMS and DTI outcomes is shown in Online-Only 
materials. 
Two other participants (ipsilateral connectivity measured by TMS) did not have TMS-evoked 
MEP responses from stimulating the more-affected M1, yet a visible CST projecting from the 
more-affected M1 was reconstructed (Table II, TMS “no”, DTI “yes”).  These two cases both 
had brain lesion type categorized as periventricular leukolamacia (PVL) with MACS level II 
(case 3: age=10y, 1m, case 4: age=14y, 1mo), although this combination (PVL and MACS level 
II) consisted of 35% of our participants.  Children’s tolerance for high intensity stimulation is 
sometimes low, and the motor threshold for the more-affected M1 is typically high in children 
with USCP.9  It is possible that the stimulation intensity was not strong enough to activate their 
CSTs projecting from the more-affected M1 (tested up to 85% TMS device output; stopped due 
to children’s intolerance), despite the CSTs being anatomically present. 
Fiber Integrity in the More- vs. Less-affected CST 
Our results comparing the fiber integrity of the more- vs. the less-affected CSTs showed 
differential characteristics of the ipsilateral and the contralateral CSTs in children with bilateral 
connectivity (t-tests, p<0.05).  Previous studies6, 7 used MRI cross-sectional areas of the cerebral 
peduncles to compare the integrity of two CSTs and one study26 used DTI tractography to 
directly compare the two CSTs in children with USCP.  Our study added evidence that the two 
CSTs  present differential fiber integrity projecting from bilateral M1s in children with USCP 
with MACS level I-III. This second approach allowed precisely seeding individualized ROIs 
since motor map location can be variable in children with USCP.  
Limitations 
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The results of this study may not be generalizable in the clinical setting, as variability exists 
in DTI acquisition protocols. Our imaging protocols contained 55 diffusion directions.  However, 
this level of precision may not be achievable in every MRI facility, particularly in the clinical 
setting.  Second, we did not include the CSTs originating from the less-affected M1when 
comparing the two methods, given it was challenging to determine where those fibers descend to 
(could control either hand).  This is a technical limitation of using brain DTI as it only captures 
images caudally to the junction of medulla and cervical spinal cord.  Even if DTI of the cervical 
spine is available, tractography can be challenging when fibers are crossing.24 In addition, our 
sample encompassed children with mild to moderate levels of hand function impairments 
(MACS level I- III).  Conceivably, children with more severe impairment (e.g., MACS IV or V) 
may demonstrate a more disorganized CST, making DTI maps more difficult to define.  Whereas 
the CST in severely affected children may be present, highly disorganized fibers would be more 
difficult to reconstruct.  It would be ideal to compare our data to typically developing children or 
children whose lesions were postnatal.  Lastly, due to the small number of the available 
contralateral CST in our participants, we were unable to perform correlation analysis between 
DTI-derived fiber characteristics and hand function measures.  We propose further studies to 
recruit a larger sample and age-matched controls to study this relationship. 
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Table I. Partcipant Demographic and Clinical Characteristics 
Mean age (SD) (years, months) 9,2 (3,2) 
Gender 
 Male 16 
Female 4 
Paretic hand 
 Right 10 
Left 10 
Lesion type 
 Right 10(0a, 5b, 5c) 
Left 10(0a, 6b, 4c) 
Bilateral 0 
Race 
 White 11 
Hispanic 4 
Mixed 3 
African American 1 
Asian 1 
MACSd 
 I 3 
II 14 
III 3 




abrain malformation,  babnormality of periventricular white 
matter, 
ccortical/subcortical lesion, dManual Ability Classification 
System,  
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responses by probing 
the more-affected M1 
Yesa 9 2 11 
Nob 2 7 9 
    11 9 20 
 
 






t-value p valueb 
Fractional Anisotropy (FA) 0.533 (0.031) 0.495 (0.017) 4.121 0.003* 
Volume (mean of fibers/voxel) 12.193 (2.289) 8.058 (2.490) 4.303 0.003* 
Mean Diffusivity (MD)a 0.781 (0.011) 0.838 (0.051) -3.646 0.007* 
Radial Diffusivity (DR)a 0.518 (0.023) 0.583 (0.034) -4.813 0.001* 
a: unit=10-3 mm2/s, b: 2-tailed paired 
t-test, * indicates p value <0.05     
   




Figure 1. A1-A2: Yellow circled regions show the two seeds in DTI color map, axial 
slices. A1: ROI1:  25cm2 circular region seeded at pre-central and post-central gyri of the 
more-affected M1. A2: ROI2: seeded at pyramidal tract at the pons. B1-B2: 
Reconstructed tracts (red fibers) after seeding the ROIs. B1: Reconstructed tracts after 
seeding ROI1. B2: Reconstructed tracts after combining ROI1 & ROI2. 
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Figure 2. A1-A2: Color dots represent TMS motor map of the more-affected hand (red- 
FDI, green- FCR). A1: A participant with TMS motor map (color dots) on the less-
affected M1. B1: An ipsilateral corticospinal tract (red fibers) after DTI tractography by 
seeding TMS motor map on the less-affected M1 (ROI seeded based on the area of color 
dots in A1). A2: A participant with TMS motor map on the more-affected M1. B2: A 
contralateral corticospinal tract (red fibers) after DTI tractography by seeding TMS motor 
map on the more-affected M1 (ROI seeded based on the area of color dots in A2).  
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